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���� Mary Wesley. Not that sort of Girl 

For the whole of Rose's respectable 
married life, she had kept faith with 
two men. To Ned she was a perfect 
wife, mother of his son and elegant 
hostess of Slepe. To Mylo, Rose 
was an impetuous and 
unconventional mistress, answering 
his erratic and impassionate calls 
throughout fifty years of tactful 

duplicity. After Ned's funeral Rose looks back on a life of dual 
constancy, passion, humour, and the ambiguities of love - and chooses 
her future. 
3CD UA $35.00 Narrated by Anna Massey 

���� Kelly Braffet. Last Seen Leaving 
Twenty-something drifter Miranda 
crashes her car late at night on a lonely 
highway and is picked up by a passing 
stranger who soon reveals himself to be 
more sinister than at first glance. With 
Miranda’s father dead after a plane 
crash over Central America and her 
estranged mother, Anne, looking for 
comfort in a New Age lifestyle in the 

Arizona desert, it’s not until two months later that Anne’s nightmare 
begins when she tries to reach out to her daughter, only to find her 
missing… 
8CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Kevagne Kalisch 

���� Lionel Shriver. The Post-Birthday World 
It all hinges on one kiss. Whether Irena 
McGovern does or does not lean in to 
a specific pair of lips in London will 
determine whether she stays with her 
disciplined, intellectual, withdrawn but 
supportive partner Lawrence or runs 
off with Ramsey, a hard–living snooker 
player, the volatile, spontanteous ex-
husband of an acquaintance. Using a 

parallel universe structure, we follow Irena's life under two discrete 
influences. The contrasts between the two men have ramifications for 
everything, even for the texture of Irina’s daily life. 
6CD $39.95 Narrated by Laurel Lefkow 

�

���� Alan Bennett. Triple Bill: A Visit from Miss 
Prothero; Say Something Happened; Two in Torquay 

A Visit from Miss Prothero: Since Mr 
Dodsworth retired he has had all the 
time in the world. Then he has a visitor 
from his old firm - Miss Prothero who is 
eager to tell him all the news... 
Say Something Happened: A naïve 
inexperienced social worker calls on 
an elderly couple, but does she need 
more help than they do? 
Two in Torquay: A middle aged man 

and a middle aged woman engage in polite conversation in a hotel in 
the Cornish Riviera but neither is quite who they appear to be. 
1CD UA $24.95 Performed by Author, Hugh Lloyd, 

Patrica Routledge, Judi Dench, Thora 
Hird, Brian Wilde, Imelda Staunton 

���� Tracy Chevalier. Burning Bright 
Poet, artist, and printer William Blake 
- local eccentric and political radical - 
works anonymously in the London of 
1732. Maggie Butterfield, the 
streetwise daughter of a local rogue, 
is looking for trouble - or at least a 
friend. When she and young Jem 
Kellaway are dawn into Blake's spell, 
the chance meeting of three unusual 
souls sets the stage for influencing 

one of the greatest and most mystical works in English literature, 
Songs of Innocence and of Experience. 
10CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Jill Tanner 

���� Mary Wesley. An Imaginative Experience 
While traveling on a train, Sylvester 
Wykes sees a woman leap from the 
carriage to rescue a sheep. The 
image of her face lodges in his mind 
and forms the seed of a splendid 
drama of love and fate. Told with a 
perfect sweetness and cynicism, 
rich in character and malicious wit, 
this is one of Wesley's most 
intelligent and intensely moving 
novels. 

3CD UA $35.00 Narrated by Anna Massey 
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���� Toni Morrison. Beloved 
Proud and beautiful, Sethe escaped from 
slavery but is haunted by its heritage – 
from the fires of the flesh to the 
heartbreaking challenges to the spirit. 
Set in rural Ohio several years after the 
Civil War, this profoundly affecting 
chronicle of slavery and its aftermath is 
Toni Morrison's greatest work. 
 

10CD UA $69.95 Narrated by author 

���� Marina Lewycka. Two Caravans 
An idyll of the English countryside: a 
beautiful summer's evening in a 
Kent field, and around their two 
caravans a little group of strawberry 
pickers is getting ready to celebrate 
a birthday. But who picks our 
strawberries these days? The 
Ukrainians… 
But these are a group leading 

dangerous lives - exploitative employers, British regulations and gang 
masters with guns will all threaten their existence as they take to the 
caravan road. 
Hilarious, gritty, moving, and slapstick by turns. 
4CD $39.95 Narrated by Sian Thomas 

���� Michael Wallner. April in Paris 
In 1943, Michel Roth is a young 
soldier working in the German 
army's back offices in occupied 
Paris, expected to act as translator 
for the confessions of captured 
resistance workers. When he 
decides not to comply, he changes 
personas and becomes “Monsieur 
Antoine”, a young Frenchman who 
falls in love with Chantal, daughter 
of an antiquarian bookseller. His 

jealous suspicions when he refuses to take heed of her warning about 
the notorious cafe Turachevsky, favoured nightspot for German officers 
and the French women who entertain them, leads to a terrible trap and  
a terrifying cat-and-mouse pursuit through the devastated countryside 
of post-war France. 
6CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Paul Michael 

���� Virginia Ironside. No! I Don’t Want To Join A 
Book Club 

Sian Phillips gives perfect voice 
to protagonist Marie Sharp in this 
insightful and entertaining 
audiobook. In a British accent 
that is elderly yet full of spitfire 
energy, Phillips conveys all the 
facets of Marie's distinctive 
personality: strong-willed, 
opinionated, witty, by turns 
delightfully acerbic and 
unabashedly sentimental. Marie 
looks forward to turning 60, 

seeing it as a time to relax, potter about and enjoy her grandchild 
without feeling guilty about being unproductive – and she refuses to 
allow anyone to tell her otherwise. 
7CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Sian Phillips 

���� Erica Jong. Fear of Flying 
Isadora Wing was afraid of flying. She 
was also afraid of her own beauty, 
brains, physical appetites, and 
intellectual curiosity. Then, while on a 
trip to Vienna with her brilliant, 
handsome psychiatrist husband, 
Isadora met the man who embodied her 
most erotic fantasies – and who offered 
her a chance to conquer all her fears. 
This uninhibited, erotic, witty novel 

changed American fiction forever. 
10CD UA $55.00 Narrated by Hope Davis 

���� Trezza Azzopardi. Winterton Blue 
For the last twenty years, Lewis has 
been haunted by his brother Wayne's 
death. Then he meets Anna, a young 
woman who is also haunted - by her 
mother, Rita, a vivacious spirit who is 
very much alive. Rita is the exact 
opposite of her daughter: loud, carefree, 
and a daredevil. 
Against the backdrop of the Norfolk 
coast, with its massive skies and 
relentless seas, Lewis and Anna must 

learn to trust each other, and accept that an uncertain future can be as 
wild and alluring as the landscape they have grown to love. 
7CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Michael Page 

���� Arthur Phillips. Angelica 
London – the 1880s. When Constance 
marries Joseph Barton, she believes 
she’s found the perfect husband and 
protector. But three miscarriages and 
one troubled birth later, Constance 
begins to fear Joseph. She keeps their 
daughter Angelica in the bedroom to 
protect the girl, but eventually Joseph 
orders the practice to stop. Unsure 
what to think of her husband and 
concerned for her and Angelica’s 

safety, Constance feels her dread grow when she senses a 
supernatural presence in the house. She seeks the help of a 
spiritualist, but it may already be too late. 
11CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Susan Lyons 

���� Ian McEwan. Black Dogs 
In 1946, a young couple set off 
on their honeymoon. Fired by 
their ideals and passion for one 
another, they plan an idyllic 
holiday, only to encounter an 
experience of darkness so 
terrifying, it alters their lives for 
ever. 
 
 

‘I judge it his best yet, which I 
should make clear is saying a 
great deal – Observer 

‘Superbly evocative prose!The novel's vision of Europe is acute and 
alive, vivid in its moral complexities’ – New York Times Book Review 
‘Compassionate without resorting to sentimentality, clever without ever 
losing its honesty... Ian McEwan's most human work’ – Times Literary 
Supplement 
3CD $39.95 Narrated by Steven Mackintosh 
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���� Irene Nemirovsky. Fire in the Blood 
By the author of the internationally 
acclaimed Suite Française. At the 
centre of the tale is Silvio: in his 
younger years he fled the boredom of 
his insular French village and made a 
life of travel and adventure. Now he's 
returned, living in a farmer's hovel in 
the middle of the woods, and, much to 
his family's chagrin, perfectly content 
with his solitude. The narration unfolds 
to reveal an intimate picture of the 

loves and infidelities, the scandals, the youthful ardour and regrets of 
age that tie Silvio to the long-guarded secrets of the past. 
3CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Mark Bramhall 

���� Haruki Murakami. After The Quake 
In 1995, the Japanese city of Kobe 
suffered a massive earthquake. 
Nearly 6,000 people died. after the 
quake was the imaginative response 
from Japan’s leading novelist, Haruki 
Murakami: six stories, each dealing 
not directly with the catastrophe but 
the wider seismic effect it had on the 
emotional lives of people many miles 
away. 

It became a catalyst for individuals to reassess their lives with 
unexpected consequences for themselves and their families and 
friends around them. 
4CD UA $45.95 Narrated by Rupert Degas, Teresa 

Gallagher, Adam Sims 

���� Penny Vincenzi. The Dilemma 
All Francesca Channing had to do in 
order to keep her marriage alive, her 
children safe, her life intact, was to 
tell a lie. Her life, as Bard Channing's 
third wife, was very far from easy. He 
was charismatic, powerful and rich - 
and he adored her. He was also 
manipulative and scheming, with a 
family as large and complex as his 
business. But it was an emotional 

crisis of her own which finally put Francesca's dilemma into 
perspective. Made her wonder if she loved Bard enough to lie for him... 
6CD $49.95 Narrated by Laura Brattan 

���� Susan Vreeland. Luncheon of the Boating Party 
Imagine the banks of the Seine in the 
thick of la vie moderne, as Auguste 
Renoir conceives, plans and paints 
the 1880 masterpiece that gives this 
vivid novel its title. Renoir, then 39, 
pays the rent on his Montmartre 
garret by painting "overbred society 
women in their fussy parlors" but, 
goaded by negative criticism from 
Émile Zola, he dreams of painting 
something groundbreaking. As 

Renoir observes a party of thirteen subjects from his terrace, he must 
capture the subject of his painting within two months before the light 
alters, and he must cope with his sudden infatuation for his new 
models… 
14CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Karen White 

���� Colleen McCullough. The Thorn Birds 
A phenomenal worldwide bestseller 
since 1977, The Thorn Birds is a 
robust, romantic saga of three 
generations. It begins in the early 
years of this century when Paddy 
Cleary moves his wife and seven 
children to Drogheda, an Australian 
sheep station, owned by his autocratic 
and childless older sister. For more 
than half a century we follow their 

fates, particularly those of Meggie, the only Cleary daughter, and the 
one man she truly loves, Ralph de Bricassart - stunningly handsome, 
ambitious, and a priest. 
5D UA $39.95 Narrated by Greta Scacchi 

���� Alexander McCall Smith. The Good Husband of 
Zebra Drive 

Precious Ramotswe, lady detective, is 
experiencing staffing problems and her 
relationship with her assistant, Mma 
Makutsi, has become somewhat 
strained. But in the meantime, three 
unfortunate incidents have happened 
in a hospital - each on the same day of 
the week and at the same time. Mr 
J.L.B. Matekoni is also drawn into the 
work of the agency when he 

investigates a case involving an errant husband. But can a man 
investigate such matters with as much skill as one of the ladies? 
5CD $39.95 Narrated by Adjoa Andoh 

���� Sarah Waters. The Night Watch 
Moving back through the 1940s, 
through air raids, blacked-out streets, 
illicit liaisons, sexual adventure, to end 
with its beginning in 1941, this novel 
tells the story of four Londoners: three 
women and a young man with a past, 
drawn with absolute truth and intimacy. 
Their lives, and their secrets, connect 
in sometimes startling ways. War leads 
to strange alliances. Tender, tragic and 
beautifully poignant, set against the 

backdrop of feats of heroism both epic and ordinary, here is a novel of 
relationships that offers up subtle surprises and twists. 
16CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Juanita McMahon 

���� David Mitchell. Number9dream 
As Eiji Miyake's twentieth birthday 
nears, he sets out for the seething 
metropolis of Tokyo to find the father 
he has never met. There, he begins a 
thrilling, whirlwind journey where 
dreams, memories and reality collide 
then diverge as Eiji is caught up in a 
feverish succession of encounters by 
turn bizarre, hilarious and shockingly 
dangerous. But until Eiji has fallen in 
love and exorcised his childhood 

demons, the belonging he craves will remain, tantalizingly, just beyond 
his grasp... 
5CD $49.95 Narrated by Kris Milnes, Sandra 

Duncan, G. Armstrong, Christopher 
Kelham, Patricia Kerrigan, Al Senter 
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���� David Mitchell. Ghostwritten 
An apocalyptic cult member carries 
out a gas attack on a rush-hour 
metro, but what connects him to a 
jazz buff in Tokyo? A woman on a 
holy mountain talks to a tree - and 
the tree talks back - unaware of the 
effect the financial irregularities of a 
burnt-out lawyer will have on her life. 
Add to this a Mongolian gangster, a 
redundant English spy in Petersburg 
with a knack for forging 

masterpieces, a despondent 'zookeeper', a nuclear scientist, a 
ghostwriter, a ghost, and a late night New York DJ whose hard-boiled 
scepticism has been his undoing. 
5CD $49.95 Narrated by Gareth Armstrong, Dylan 

Charles, Sandra Duncan, Christopher 
Kelham, Patricia Kerrigan, Kris Milnes, 
Marcella Rordan, Hugh Ross, Kerry 
Shale 

���� James Prosek. The Day my Mother Left 
When his mother leaves with the 
father of his worst enemy at school, 
nine-year-old Jeremy seeks to make 
sense of her abandonment. He 
throws himself into recreating the 
"Book of Birds", a collection of 
drawings that his mother took with 
her on the day she left. While his 
father fights his own depression and 
his sister distances herself from their 
lives, Jeremy turns wholeheartedly to 

nature, and finds solace in the quiet comfort of drawing. 
4CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Joel Johnstone 

���� Gary Shteyngart. Absurdistan 
Meet Misha Vainberg, an obese, 
extremely wealthy young Russian 
man stuck in Absurdistan, an 
imaginary republic. Unable to get a 
visa back to the U.S., Misha instead 
must fend for his life as a civil war 
erupts in the tiny country, to the 
concern of almost no one else in the 
world. Shteyngart’s wordplay is a 
brilliant free-for-all in this engrossing 

tale of the failures, frustrations and hilarity resulting from Absurdistan's 
ardent pursuit of a Western-style modernity for which it is ill-prepared. 
11CD UA $89.95 Narrated by Arte Johnson 

���� Harry Thompson. Penguins Stopped Play 
It seemed a simple enough idea: 
assemble a team of eleven men to 
play cricket on each of the seven 
continents of the globe. But throw in 
incompetent airline officials, amorous 
Argentine Colonels' wives, cunning 
Bajan drug dealers, gay Australian 
waiters, overzealous American anti-
terrorist police, idiot Welshmen 
dressed as Santa Claus, Archbishop 

Desmond Tutu and whole armies of pitch-invading Antarctic penguins, 
and you quickly arrive at a whole lot more than you bargained for. 
2CD $39.95 Narrated by Julian Rhind-Tutt 

���� Arthur Miller. A View from the Bridge 
This play by Arthur Miller won a Tony 
Award, and is a modern classic. 
Italian-American immigrant life in the 
1950s textures this searing drama of 
love and revenge. Longshoreman 
Eddie Carbone is obsessed with his 
niece, Catherine, and his unhealthy 
and inappropriate feelings for her are 
inflamed when his wife’s Sicilian 
relatives arrive as illegal immigrants, 
and Catherine falls in love with one 

of her cousins... 
2CD UA $49.95 Performed by Mary McDonnell, Harry 

Hamlin, Amy Pietz and cast. 

���� John Mortimer. Rumpole and the Reign of Terror 
When a distressd Tiffany Timson 
tearfully explains that her husband Dr 
Khan has been arrested on suspicion 
of terrorism, Rumpole knows that to 
take on this case will mean not just 
defending one man,but squaring up 
to the very notion of modern British 
justice. With She Who Must Be 
Obeyed mysteriously shutting herself 
away and fellow-members of his 
chambers just plan scared, it seems 

Rumpole must stand alone against the Establishment. But that is 
precisely the position any defence barrister worth his salt most relishes! 
3CD $39.95 Performed by Timothy West & 

Prunella Scale 

���� Miss Read. Thrush Green 
It's the May Day holiday and a fair 
has come to the village of Thrush 
Green. For young Paul, just 
recovered from an illness, it is a joy 
to be allowed out to play at the fair; 
for Ruth, who returned to the 
soothing tranquillity of Thrush Green 
nursing a broken heart, the fair is a 
welcome distraction from her own 

problems. For Dr Lovell, the fair brings an unexpected new patient. For 
Mrs Curdle, long-standing matriarch of the fair, this year's visit to 
Thrush Green awakens mixed feelings and a difficulty she doesn't want 
to face... 
4CD $45.00 Narrated by Clare Higgins 

���� Jodi Picoult. Nineteen Minutes 
Sterling, NH, is a small, ordinary New 
Hampshire town where nothing ever 
happens – until a student enters the 
local high school with an arsenal of 
guns and starts shooting, changing 
the lives of everyone inside and out. 
The daughter of the judge sitting on 
the case is the state's best witness – 
but she can't remember what 
happened in front of her own eyes. Or 

can she? Featuring the return of some familiar characters (Jordan 
McAfee and Patrick Du Charme), Nineteen Minutes asks what it means 
to be different in our society, who has the right to judge someone else, 
and whether a person is every whom they seem to be. 
18CD UA $89.95 Narrated by Carol Monda 
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���� Jill A. Davis. Ask Again Later 
When her mother dramatically 
announces they've found a lump, 
Emily gladly takes a rain check on life 
to be by her mother's side, leaving 
behind her career, her boyfriend, and 
those pesky questions about who she 
is and what she's doing with her life. 
But one evening, Emily opens the door 
to quite literally find her past staring 
her in the face. How do you forge a 

relationship with the father who left when you were five years old, and 
who you’ve pretended all your life was dead? 
5CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Ilyana Kadushin 

���� Dorothy Koomson. My Best Friend’s Girl 
Best friends Kamryn Matika and Adele 
Brannon thought nothing could come 
between them - until Adele did the 
unthinkable and slept with Kamryn's 
fiancé, Nate. When Kamryn realised 
their betrayal, she vowed never to see 
any of them again. Two years later, 
Adele, dying in hospital, contacts 
Kamryn with a request that will ask 

everything from the friend she betrayed – to adopt the little girl who is 
the living reminder of Adele and Nate’s unfaithfulness… 
3CD  $39.95 Narrated by Adjoa Andoh 

���� Kiran Desai. The Inheritance of Loss 
This briskly paced and sumptuously 
written novel is set in the 1980s in 
the northeast corner of India, where 
the borders of several Himalayan 
meet. Jemubhai Patel, a Cambridge-
educated judge who has retired from 
serving a country he finds "too messy 
for justice", lives in an isolated house 
with his cook, his orphaned 17-year-
old granddaughter, and a red setter. 
His tranquil existence is contrasted 

with the life of the cook's son, working in grimy Manhattan restaurants, 
and with his granddaughter's affair with a Nepali tutor involved in an 
insurgency that irrevocably alters Jemubhai's life. 
10CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Meera Simhan 

���� Daniel Kehlmann. Measuring The World 
Two very different scientists meet at 
a conference in Berlin in 1828. The 
first is an exasperated curmudgeon 
named Carl Friedrich Gauss, a 
freakishly precocious genius known 
as the Prince of Mathematics. He’s 
vexed about having to travel to the 
conference, but in a moment of 
weakness, he accepted an invitation 
from Alexander von Humboldt, 

whose famous travels around the world founded the field of 
biogeography. Humboldt’s enthusiasm endows him with an armour of 
naïveté that protects him from cannibals, crocodiles and shipwreck, 
and his outrageously dangerous travels are the perfect subject for 
Kehlmann’s lightly surreal style, a mixture of comedy, romance and the 
macabre, with flashes of magical realism. This quirky and charming 
novel is full of humour, latent sadness and a brilliant wit. 
7CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Rider Strong 

���� Various. More Classic American Short Stories 
This collection contains eight stories 
from master American writers of the 
nineteenth century. They vary from 
sinister tales by Ambrose Bierce – 
why is that window boarded up? – 
and a reflective moment in the life of 
a woman without children, forced to 
look after children, to classic short 
stories by O. Henry and Stephen 
Crane. There is even an elegiac 
description of an eclipse by James 

Fenimore Cooper, author of The Last of the Mohicans. 
2CD UA $31.95 Narrated by Garrick Hagon, Liza Ross 

���� Armistead Maupin. The Night Listener 
"I'm a fabulist by trade", warns 
Gabriel Noone, a late-night radio 
storyteller, as he begins to untangle 
the skeins of his tumultuous life: his 
crumbling ten-year love affair, his 
disaffection from his Southern father, 
his longtime weakness for ignoring 
reality. Gabriel's most sympathetic 
listener is Pete Lomax, a thirteen-
year-old fan in Wisconsin whose own 
horrific past has left him wise and 

generous beyond his years. But when this virtual father-son 
relationship is rocked by doubt, a desperate search for the truth 
ensues. 
9CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Author 

���� David Mitchell. Black Swan Green 
It’s dank January in the 
Worcestershire village of Black 
Swan Green, and 13-year-old 
Jason Tyler (covert stammerer and 
reluctant poet) anticipates a 
stultifying year in the deadest 
village on Earth. But Jason hasn’t 
reckoned on a junta of bullies, 
simmering family discord, the 
Falklands War, an exotic Belgian 
émigré, a threated gypsy invasion 

and caprices of those mysterious entities known as girls… 
Available in unabridged and abridged formats 
11CD UA $89.95 Narrated by Kirby Heyborne 
6CD $49.95 Narrated by Kristopher Milne 

���� Jeffrey Archer. First Among Equals 
Playing for the highest stakes of 
all...  
In the 1960s, four ambitious new 
MPs take their seats at 
Westminster. Over three decades 
they share the turbulent passions of 
the race for power with their wives 
and families, men and women 
caught up in a dramatic game for 
the highest stakes of all. But only 

one man can gain the ultimate goal – the office of Prime Minister... 
"One of the top ten storytellers in the world." – Los Angeles Times  
"There isn't a better storyteller alive." – Larry King 
3CD  $39.95 Narrated by Martin Jarvis 
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���� Joseph Heller. Catch-22 
Set in the closing months of World War 
II, in an American bomber squadron on 
a small island off Italy, the hero of this 
famous novel is a bombardier named 
Yossarian, who is frantic and furious 
because thousands of people he 
hasn’t even met keep trying to kill him. 
(He has decided to live forever even if 
he has to die in the attempt.) 
Catch-22 is a microcosm of the 

twentieth-century world as it might look to someone dangerously sane. 
It is a novel that lives and moves and grows with astonishing power 
and vitality – outrageously funny, strangely affecting, and totally 
original. 
16CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Jay O. Sanders 

���� Nicole Krauss. The History of Love 
14-year-old Alma Singer is trying to 
find a cure for her mother’s loneliness. 
Believing she might discover it in an 
old book her mother is translating, she 
goes in search of its author. Across 
New York an old man called Leo 
Gursky is trying to survive. He spends 
his days dreaming of the lost Polish 
love that years ago inspired to write a 
book. He doesn’t know it yet, but that 

book has survived: crossing oceans and generations, changing lives. 
3CD $29.95 Narrated by Kerry Shale and Amber 

Sealey 

���� Edwin Torres, Fortner Anderson, Victoria Stanton, Mark 
Gwynne-Jones & The Psychicbread, Aheadahead, Taylor Mali, Don 
Walker / StJAM, Sean M Whelan & The Mime Set, Ghostboy, David 
Thrussell, Jayne Fenton-Keane, and more. Going Down Swinging, 
No. 25: Aural Adventures from Around the Globe 

Innovative literary journal Going Down 
Swinging is marking its 25th issue by 
releasing Australia’s first solely audio 
literary magazine as a double CD. This 
is music to the ears of lyric lovers 
across the country; and a timely 
celebration of a literary icon.,Going 
Down Swinging # 25 is a heady 
cocktail of work from top shelf writers, 
poets, spoken word artists and 

musicians, from Australia and around the world. 
2CD UA $19.95 Narrated by various 

���� Patrick Suskind. Perfume 
Survivor, genius, perfumer, killer: this 
is Jean-Baptiste Grenouille. He is 
abandoned on the filthy streets of 
Paris as a child, but grows up to 
discover he has an extraordinary gift: 
a sense of smell more powerful than 
any other human’s. Soon, he is 
creating the most sublime fragrances 
in all the city. Yet there is one odour 
he cannot capture. It is exquisite, 
magical: the scent of a young virgin. 

And to get it he must kill. And kill. And kill… 
1mp3-CD UA $44.95 Narrated by Sean Barrett 

���� Javier Sierra. The Lady in Blue 
In Los Angeles, Jennifer Narody has 
been having a series of disturbing 
dreams involving eerie images of a 
lady dressed in blue. This same spirit 
had appeared to leaders of the 
Jumano Native American tribe in 
New Mexico 362 years earlier, and 
was linked to a Spanish nun capable 
of being  in two places at the same 
time. Young journalist Carlos Albert 
is driven by a blinding snowstorm to 

the little Spanish town of A greda, where he stumbles upon a nearly 
forgotten 17th century convent founded by this same legendary woman. 
These threads, linked by an apparent suicide, form a mystery that the 
Catholic Church, the U.S. Defense Department, and the journalist are 
each determined to decipher – the Lady in Blue. 
9CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Boyd Gaines 

���� Kahlil Gibran. The Prophet & The Wanderer 
Khalil Gibran (1883–1931) was 
Lebanese by birth but spent a major 
part of his life in America in the early 
part of the twentieth century. His 
best-known works are life-lessons 
told in the forms of parables or 
essays. He wrote many collections of 
stories with a wise or whimsical tone, 
but none more popular than The 
Prophet, his first collection, or The 
Wanderer, his final anthology. They 

are read here with great sympathy and understanding by Robert 
Glenister. 
3CD UA $39.95 Narrated by Robert Glenister 

���� Laurie Viera Rigler. Confessions of a Jane 
Austen Addict 

After nursing a broken engagement 
with Jane Austen novels and 
Absolut, Courtney Stone wakes up 
and finds herself not in her Los 
Angeles bedroom or even in her 
own body, but inside the 
bedchamber of a woman in 
Regency England. But Regency 
England is not all frills and 
furbelows, as Courtney copes with 
chamber pots and condomless 

seducers and one man who brings memories not her own to life... 
6CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Orlagh Cassidy 

���� Maurice Gee. In My Father’s Den 
When Celia Inverarity, aged 
seventeen, is found brutally 
murdered in a secluded West 
Auckland park one Sunday 
afternoon, Paul Prior, her English 
teacher and mentor, is suspected of 
being her murderer. Celia's death 
and the violence which follows send 
Prior back to examine the past - a 
past that is as secret as his father's 

den in the old poison shed. Eventually the murderer is exposed, but not 
before a family has been split apart and old wounds revealed. 
6CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Humphrey Bower 
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���� Cate Kendall. Gucci Mamas 
Mim has to do battle with the Car Park 
Mafia and the Mothers Superior as 
she drops her children off at the most 
prestigious school in Melbourne. But 
cracks are starting to show in Mim's 
perfect life as money gets tighter and 
her husband works ever longer hours. 
If her two best friends have similar 
problems, Mim would never know - the 
Gucci Mamas are far too busy picking 

their outfits for the races and having manicures to notice each other's 
troubles. Something's got to give… 
9CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Danielle Carter 

���� Jodi Picoult. Perfect Match 
In the course of her everyday work, 
assistant district attorney Nina Frost 
prosecutes child molesters and 
works determinedly to ensure that a 
legal system with too many loopholes 
keeps these criminals behind bars. 
But when her own 5-year-old son is 
tramatised by a sexual assault, Nina 
and her husband are transfixed by an 
enraging sense of helplessness in 

the face of a futile justice system. Nina hurtles towards a plan to exact 
her own justice for her son – but the cost is higher than she ever 
thought, for she has identified the wrong man… 
12CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Nancy Black 

���� Kelly Braffet. Fabulous Things 
Beautiful and brilliant, Josie and Jack 
Raeburn are closer than they should 
be, and run riot in their father’s 
isolated house. But as his behaviour 
becomes more unpredictable, they are 
forced to leave, and face a world for 
which they are utterly unprepared. 
Jack’s love for Josie has always been 
her safety-net. However, as his world 

grows wilder and more dangerous, she finds herself struggling: should 
she escape his control, or help him? It is only when they are united 
again, in the company of Jack’s astoundingly rich girlfriend Lily, that 
she understands what she must do. 
12CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Nancy Black 

���� Kim Edwards. The Memory Keeper’s Daughter 
On a winter night in 1964, Dr. David 
Henry is forced by a blizzard to 
deliver his own twins. His son, born 
first, is perfectly healthy. Yet when 
his daughter is born and he sees that 
she has Down’s Syndrome, he 
makes a split-second decision to 
send away the child to an institution 
and never reveal her existence to his 
wife. He is unaware that the nurse 
involved cannot bring herself to let 

the child be institutionalised, and that she takes the child herself. 
So begins this beautifully told story that unfolds over a quarter of a 
century in which two families, ignorant of each other, are yet bound by 
the fateful decision made that long-ago winter night. 
12CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Nancy Black 

���� Gail Tsukiyama. The Street of a Thousand 
Blossoms 

Tokyo, 1939. Two orphaned brothers 
grow up with loving grandparents. The 
older boy shows early signs of promise 
in sumo wrestling; the younger is 
fascinated by the art of creating 
exquisite masks for actors in the Noh 
theatre. But as the ripples of war 
spread all the way to their quiet 
neighbourhood, the brothers must put 
their dreams on hold – and then forge 

their own paths in a new Japan. The reader is into a story that spans 
almost thirty years of tradition and change, of heartbreaking loss and 
surprising hope. 
12CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Nancy Black 

���� Nancy Horan. Loving Frank 
“I have been standing on the side of life, 
watching it float by. I want to 
swim in the river. I want to feel the 
current.”  – So writes Mamah Borthwick 
Cheney in her diary as she struggles to 
justify her clandestine love affair with 
Frank Lloyd Wright. Mamah and her 
husband, Edwin, had commissioned the 
renowned architect to design a new 
home for them, and a powerful 
attraction developed between Mamah 

and Frank. In time the lovers, each married with children, embarked on a 
course that would shock Chicago society and forever change their lives. 
Fact and fiction are blended together in this novel to give full weight to 
the dramatic love story and its consequences. 
12CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Nancy Black 

���� Di Morrissey. Monsoon 
Sandy Donaldson, working for a 
volunteer organisation in Vietnam for 
the past four years, stays on with her 
oldest friend, Anna. Sandy's father is a 
Vietnam vet and Anna's mother was a 
Vietnamese boat person. During their 
travels they meet Tom, an old 
Australian journalist who covered the 
war and plans to report on the fortieth 
anniversary of the Battle of Long Tan. It 

is Tom who tries to persuade Sandy's father to return to Long Tan and 
settle the ghosts that have haunted him for 40 years, and suggests that 
Anna should delve into her mother's past… 
11CD $34.95 Narrated by Kate Hood 

���	����
���� Mark Billingham. Lazybones 

Someone - a woman or somebody 
pretending to be a woman - is writing to 
convicted rapists in prison, befriending 
them and then brutally killing them 
when they are released. DI Tom 
Thorne must discover the link between 
these killings and a murder/suicide that 
took place 25 years before; a tragedy to 
which the only witnesses were two 

small children, now adults and nowhere to be found... 
5CD  $39.95 Narrated by  Robert Glenister 
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���� Mark Billingham. Lifeless 
Tom Thorne reaches the nadir of his 
police career, broken by the death - 
possibly the murder - of his demented 
father and shuffled off to a desk job of 
infinite tedium. When someone starts 
kicking the London homeless to death, 
he suggests going undercover, and 
those of his friends who care about him 
worry that he is looking for his own 

destruction as much as for the killer. But the secret of the deaths he is 
investigating lies only partly in London's dark alleys and corners; it lies 
as well fourteen years in the past on the road to Baghdad... 
5CD $39.95 Narrated by Robert Glenister 

���� Francis Durbridge. Paul Temple and the Harkdale 
Robbery 

Making their getaway after raiding 
Harkdale Bank, a gang of thieves is 
surprised by the police and a car 
chase ensues. When the robbers' car 
crashes, killing two of them, the 
police go to retrieve the money, but it 
is nowhere to be found. They trace it 
to an accomplice, Gavin Renson, but 
then he is found dead in the garage 
of Paul's country cottage. The 
gruesome discovery comes just after 

Paul and Steve had given a lift to a mysterious and beautiful redhead… 
2CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Anthony Head 

���� Robert G. Barrett. Crime Scene Cessnock 
All it took was a summer's day and a 
flat tyre on his push-bike, and Les is 
out on bail and on the run from a gun-
happy street gang intent on a drive-by. 
So, with Warren's help, Les Norton 
hides out under the identify of film 
director at the ultra-swish Opal Springs 
Health Resort till Eddie can sort things 
out back in Sydney. 
Unfortunately, the first thing Les finds 

on arrival is motivational guru Alexander Holden dead at the front gate. 
Before he knows it, Les is up to his neck in a land of a thousand 
acronyms, fighting off steroid-happy body builders, sex-scrazed 
socialites, violent greyhound owners and, worst of all, caffeine 
withdrawals. 
12CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Nancy Black 

���� Francis Durbridge. Paul Temple and the Kelby 
Affair 

Paul and his glamorous wife Steve 
investigate a baffling abduction that 
soon turns into a murder case. Paul’s 
publisher wants him to investigate the 
mysterious disappearance of Alfred 
Kelby. Reed had entrusted Kelby with 
a sensational diary written byMargaret 
Spender, the mistress of Lord 
Delamore, containing clues about 
Delamore’s murderer. When Kelby is 

strangled, and the diary stolen, it seems that the two events are 
connected. But could there be another motive? 
2CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Anthony Head 

���� Ian Rankin. Exit Music 
A dissident Russian poet has been 
found dead in what looks like a 
mugging gone wrong. By apparent 
coincidence a high-level delegation 
of Russian businessmen is in town, 
keen to bring business to Scotland. 
The politicians and bankers who run 
Edinburgh are determined that the 
case should be closed quickly and 
clinically. But the further they dig, 

the more Rebus and his colleague DS Siobhan Clarke become 
convinced that they are dealing with something more than a random 
attack… 
6CD UA $49.95 Narrated by James Macpherson 

���� Gregg Hurwitz. The Crime Writer 
A fast-paced psychological thriller by 
the bestselling author of The 
Program.  
After being found convulsing over his 
ex-fiancée’s dead body, a knife in his 
hand, her blood under his nails, L.A. 
crime novelist Drew Danner doesn't 
know whether he's guilty or innocent. 
To reconstruct the story, the writer 
must now become the protagonist, 
searching the corridors of his life and 

the city he loves. 
9CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Scott Brick 

���� Peter Temple. The Broken Shore 
Winner of the Ned Kelly Award  

Shaken by a scrape with death, big-
city detective Joe Cashin is posted 
to the quiet town on the South 
Australian coast where he grew up. 
But even there, Cashin is thrust into 
what becomes a murder 
investigation. The evidence points to 
three boys from the nearby 
aboriginal community, whom 
everyone seems to want to blame. 
But Cashin is unconvinced, and 

soon begins to see the outlines of something far more terrible than a 
burglary gone wrong. 
 “Beautifully written… Byzantine plot twists and incisively drawn characters 
combine with stunning descriptions of the wild, lush, menacing Australian 
landscape to make this an unforgettable read.” – Publishers Weekly 
8CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Peter Hosking 

���� Agatha Christie  By the Pricking of My Thumbs 
When Tommy and Tuppence visit 
an elderly aunt in her gothic nursing 
home, they think nothing of her 
mistrust of the doctors; after all, 
Ada is a very difficult old lady. But 
when Mrs Lockett mentions a 
poisoned mushroom stew and Mrs 
Lancaster talks about ‘something 
behind the fireplace’, Tommy and 
Tuppence find themselves caught 
up in an unexpected adventure 

involving a strange inheritance, a missing tombstone and death. 
6CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Hugh Fraser 
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���� Agatha Christie. Why Didn’t They Ask Evans? 
While playing an erratic round of 
golf, Bobby Jones slices his ball 
over the edge of a cliff. His ball is 
lost, but on the rocks below he 
finds the crumpled body of a dying 
man. With his final breath the man 
opens his eyes and says, ‘Why 
didn’t they ask Evans?’ 
Haunted by these words, Bobby 
and his vivacious companion, 
Frankie, set out to solve a mystery 

that involves fake identifications, twisted motives, unforseeable risks 
and the true meaning of the dying man’s bizarre words… 
6CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Emilia Fox 

���� Christie,Agatha. The Secret Adversary 
Agatha Christie's first Tommy and 
Tuppence audiobook is a thrill-
packed novel of international 
intrigue and murder with all the 
Christie hallmarks of suspense and 
ingenuity.Tommy and Tuppence, 
two young people short of money 
and restless for excitement, 
embark on a daring business 
scheme – Young Adventurers Ltd. 

Their advertisement says they are 'willing to do anything, go anywhere'. 
But their first assignment, for the sinister Mr Whittington, plunges them 
into more danger than they ever imagined! 
6CD UA $45.00 Narrated by Hugh Fraser 

���� Agatha Christie. Thirteen at Dinner 
(published in Britain as Lord Edgeware Dies) 

Bewitching actress Jane 
Wilkinson wants a divorce, but 
her husband, Lord Edgware, 
refuses. She implores Hercule 
Poirot to use his famed tact and 
logic to make her case so that 
she can be free of the husband 
whose stern and unyielding 
personality will not bend to her 
wishes. She even jokes to Poirot 
if he fails she may have to bump 

off her husband herself. But it is no laughing matter when Lord 
Edgware actually is murdered, a well-placed knife wound at the base of 
his neck. 
6CD UA   $59.95           Narrated by Hugh Fraser 

���� Agatha Christie. The Big Four 
When a man collapses at famous 
detective Hercule Poirot’s door, 
he implicates a vicious 
international organisation called 
the Big Four. Poirot and the well-
intentioned Captain Hastings are 
soon plunged into a complex 
case full of deception as they find 
themselves targeted for death. 
Is it the end for the master of the 
“little grey cells”, Poirot, or is the 
funeral to which Hastings is 

invited a mask for something more mysterious? 
5CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Hugh Fraser 

���� Donna Leon. Blood from a Stone 
On a cold Venetian night just before 
Christmas, a street vendor is killed in 
a scuffle. Commissario Brunetti 
wonders why anyone would kill a “vu 
cumpra”, an African selling goods 
past normal shop hours and without 
a work permit. When Brunetti digs 
deeper into the investigation, he 
discovers that matters of great value 
are at stake within the immigrant 

society. Warned by his superior to resist further involvement in the 
case, Brunetti must penetrate the murky subculture of the Venetian 
underworld to find out the truth. 
7CD UA $69.95 Narrated by David Colacci 

���� Margery Allingham. The Tiger in the Smoke 
A jailbreaker and kife artist is at 
large in London and it falls to Albert 
Campion to hunt him down - classic 
British crime writing at its best.Jack 
Havoc, jail-breaker and knife artist, 
is on the loose on the streets of 
London once again. In the faded 
squares of shabby houses, in the 
furtive alleys and darkened pubs, 
the word is out that the Tiger is back 

in town, more vicious than ever.It falls to Albert Campion to pit his wits 
against the killer and hunt him down through the city's November smog 
before it is too late. 
3CD $39.95 Narrated by Philip Franks 

���� Harlan Coben. The Woods 
Twenty years ago, four teenagers at 
summer camp walked into the woods 
at night. Two were found murdered, 
and the others were never seen 
again. 
Paul Copeland (Cope), the county 
prosecutor of Essex, New Jersey, is 
mourning the loss of his sister and 
dealing with raising his six-year-old 
daughter as a single father after his 
wife’s death. When a homicide victim 

is found with evidence linking him to Cope, the well-buried secrets of 
the prosecutor’s family are threatened. Is this homicide victim one of 
the campers who disappeared with his sister? Is his sister alive? 
11CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Scott Brick 

���� Arthur Conan Doyle. The Valley of Fear 
Holmes and his faithful Watson are 
summoned to a country house by a 
coded message, but arrive too late. 
John Douglas is found murdered in 
his study. There is no obvious 
motive or suspect. Douglas and his 
wife, Ivy, a rich and locally popular 
couple, have lived for years in 
Birlstone Manor House. Despite 
Douglas' nightly ritual of raising the 
drawbridge, a perpetrator had 

concealed himself, shot Douglas, and made a clean getaway. Only the 
genius of Sherlock Holmes can discover the truth behind the mystery. 
5CD UA $59.95 Narrated by David Timson 
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���� Diane Mott Davidson. Sweet Revenge 
While catering a holiday breakfast 
feast for the staff of the Aspen 
Meadow Library, Goldy spots a 
woman who bears a striking 
resemblance to Sandee Brisbane, 
Goldy's ex-husband’s killer. But 
Sandee is supposed to be dead… 
Goldy's suspicions mount when the 
body of a former district attorney, is 
found with a map worth thousands 
of dollars stashed in his clothing. 

Soon Goldy is drawn into the dangerous, double-crossing world of 
high-end map dealing. And Sandee is a recurring element... 
10CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Barbara Rosenblat 

���� Jed Rubenfeld. The Interpretation of Murder 
When Sigmund Freud meets an 
admirer of his methods, Dr Stratham 
Younger, in New York, the two men 
are drawn into a murder which leaves 
a woman whipped, mutilated and 
strangled with a white silk tie. Not 
long after, heiress Nora Acton barely 
escapes becoming the killer’s second 
victim… but she cannot recall the 
terrifying attack. As Younger attempts 
to use Freud’s methods to draw out 
and analyse the girl’s locked 

memories, this elegantly crafted mystery delves into Freud’s case 
histories, Shakespeare’s Hamlet, and the rich history of New York in 
the 1900s. 
12CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Kirby Heyborne 

���� Michael Robotham. The Night Ferry 
Now on her feet again, with her 
police career in limbo after a murder 
suspect broke her back, Alisha Barba 
receives a message from an 8-
months pegrant old school friend, 
Cate. On the night they arrange to 
meet, Cate is mown down by a car 
that kills her husband. As paramedics 
fight to save her life they discover 
that her pregnancy is an elaborate 
deception. Why? What happened? 

As Alisha sets out to answer these questions she is drawn into a 
dangerous quest that takes her from the East End of London to 
Amsterdam's red light district and into a murkey underworld of sex 
trafficking, slavery and exploitation. 
5CD $39.95 Narrated by Deni Francis 

���� Faye Kellerman. The Burnt House 
A small commuter plane carrying 
forty-seven passengers crashes into 
an apartment building and L.A.P.D. 
Lieutenant Peter Decker works 
overtime to calm rampant fears. But 
a grisly mystery lives inside the 
plane's wreckage: the unidentified 
bodies of four extra travelers. And 
there is no sign of an airline 
employee who was supposedly on 
the catastrophic flight... 

11CD UA $69.95 Narrated by George Guidall 

���� Kathy Reichs. Bones to Ashes 
'Deformity of the bone. Maybe. 
Cortical destruction on a metacarpal. 
Maybe. Localised infection? Systemic 
disease process? Postmortem 
destruction, either purposeful or 
natural? A combination of the above? 
I don't have a diagnosis.'  
The skeleton is that of a 14-year-old 
girl – and Coroner Jean Bradette is 
being evasive, insisting the bones are 
ancient and of no interest. But it 

doesn't quite add up, and frustrated forensic anthropologist Dr 
Temperance Brennan is convinced that Bradette is hiding something.  
It's not Tempe's case; she's overwhelmed with more urgent work in the 
lab. But the nagging in her subconscious won't let up… 
9CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Linda Emond 
5CD $55.00 Narrated by Linda Emond 

���� Peter Robinson. The Summer That Never Was 
A skeleton has been unearthed. Soon 
the body is identified, and the horrific 
discovery hits the headlines... 
14-year-old Graham Marshall went 
missing during his paper round in 
1965. The police found no trace of 
him. His disappearance left his family 
shattered, and his best friend full of 
guilt. That friend has now become 
Chief Inspector Alan Banks, and he is 

determined to bring justice for Graham. But he soon realises that in this 
case, the boundary between victim and perpetrator, between law-
guardian and law-breaker, is becoming more and more blurred... 
3CD $40.00 Narrated by Neil Pearson 

���� Alafair Burke. Dead Connection 
When two young women are murdered 
on the streets of Manhattan - exactly 
one year apart, both after dates 
arranged through an online dating 
website - Detective Ellie Hatcher is 
moved to a special assignment on the 
elite homicide task force. The killer has 
left behind a taunting hint connecting 
the two cases, and Flann McIlroy, an 
eccentric and publicity-seeking 

homicide detective, is convinced that Ellie is uniquely situated to help 
him pursue a terrifying theory: Someone is using the lure of the internet 
and the promise of love to launch a killing spree against the women of 
New York City. 
9CD UA $39.95 Narrated by Elizabeth Kaye 

���� Michael Connelly. Trunk Music 
His first case back on the job after 
an involuntary leave of absence has 
LAPD homicide detective Harry 
Bosch dealing with the body of a 
Hollywood producer in the trunk of a 
Rolls-Royce - what looks like a 
Mafia hit. But the LAPD’s organised 
crime unit is curiously uninterested, 
and when Harry follows a trail of 
gambling debts to Las Vegas, the 
case suddenly becomes more 

complex - and much more personal. 
13CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Dick Hill 
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���� Peter Robinson. Not Safe After Dark & other stories 
Creator of the international top-
selling Inspector Banks series, 
Peter Robinson is as deft and 
imaginative in these succinct and 
tightly-plotted stories as he is in his 
novels. This grouping of four tales 
includes two Inspector Banks 
mysteries, Summer Rain and The 
Good Partner, set in his usual 
Yorkshire habitat. Also included are 

The Duke's Wife, a macabre Renaissance murder tale, and the title 
story, creepy enough to convince many people to forego the pleasures 
of an evening stroll. 
3CD UA $39.95 Narrated by various               

���� Benjamin Black. Christine Falls 
John Banville writing as Benjamin 
Black. 
A Dublin pathologist named Garret 
Quirke – angry, alcoholic and 
acerbic – follows the corpse of a 
mysterious woman named Christine 
Falls, whose newborn child has 
mysteriously disappeared, into the 
heart of a conspiracy among the 
city’s high Catholic society. This first 
novel in the Quirke series brings all 

the vividness and psychological insight of John Banville’s fiction to a 
thrilling, atmospheric crime story. Quirke is a fascinating and subtly 
drawn hero in a classic tale of suspense. 
8CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Timothy Dalton 

���� Ellis Peters. The Confessions of Brother Haluin 
Eighteen years before, confesses 
Brother Haluin, he had been 
responsible for the death of the girl 
he loved and the baby she was to 
bear. Now, after a near-miraculous 
escape from death, he wants nothing 
more than to beg the forgiveness of 
Bertrade's mother, Adelais de Clary, 
and do penance for his sins. But 
Haluin's mission brings death in its 
wake, for Bertrade de Clary's secrets 

were not hers alone and, even now, the revelation of them would bring 
shame and condemnation. Brother Cadfael, sent to nurse Haluin, turns 
detective once again with a murderer to bring to justice. 
3CD $39.95 Narrated by Derek Jacobi 

���� Lilian Jackson Braun. The Cat Who Tailed A Thief 
Prize-winning reporter Jim 
Qwilleran (“Qwill”) – along with his 
lovable Siamese cats Koko and 
YumYum – are called upon to solve 
a mystery that arises when a local 
banker dies under suspicious 
circumstances, leaving behind a 
flashy young widow, an unfinished 
house restoration project, and a 
trail of clues as elusive as a cat 

burglar in the night. 
6CD UA $69.95 Narrated by George Guidall 

���� Lilian Jackson Braun. The Cat Who Said Cheese 
During the Moose County Great 
Food Expo, Jim Qwilleran and his 
crimesolving Siamese cats have 
plenty of delicious distractions. But 
all of those delicious treats have to 
take second place; Jim, Coco and 
Yum-Yum must put aside their 
interest in the Great Food Expo 
when a bomb explodes in the New 
Pickax Hotel, resulting in the death 

of a housekeeper. 
6CD UA $69.95 Narrated by George Guidall 

���� Lilian Jackson Braun. The Cat Who Wasn’t There 
Qwill agrees to join his beloved 
Polly on a group tour of Scotland to 
keep her safe from the Pickax 
Prowler. On their sixth day in 
Scotland, however, the tour 
organiser – Polly’s best friend Irma 
– dies of an apparent heart attack, 
and Qwill suspects foul play. Koko 
and Yum Yum may have been miles 
away from the scene of the crime, 
but they're just a whisker away from 

cracking the case. 
6CD UA $69.95 Narrated by George Guidall 

���� Lilian Jackson Braun. The Cat Who Came To 
Breakfast 

Peaceful Pear Island (known as 
Breakfast Island) is perfect for 
fishing, relaxing, boating - and 
committing murder. Jim Qwilleran, 
with his two Siamese cats Koko and 
Yum Yum, get more than they 
bargained for when they begin to 
investigate several "accidents". The 
development of a major resort 
complex on the island is turning the 
town upside down. Local residents, 

summer people, and mainland fishermen are all hopping mad that the 
peace of their retreat is being shattered. But who is angry enough to 
murder? 
6CD UA $69.95 Narrated by George Guidall 

���� Lilian Jackson Braun. The Cat Who Went Into 
The Closet 

Qwilleran is renting a huge but empty 
mansion from Junior Goodwinter, his 
managing editor, who inherited the 
mansion from his feisty 88-year-old 
grandmother Euphonia Gage when 
she went to live in Florida. When 
Euphonia is found dead, apparently a 
suicide, Junior is perplexed. He is still 
more confounded when her new will 

suggests that Grandma has gambled away her millions at the 
racetrack. The death of a local man whose wife was Euphonia's 
housekeeper raises the suspicions of the already sceptical Qwilleran, 
who – with his two Siamese cats – begins investigating the matter… 
6CD UA $69.95 Narrated by George Guidall 
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���� Jonathan Kellerman. Therapy 
On a lonely lover's lane in the hills of 
Los Angeles, a young couple lies 
murdered in a car – shot and impaled. 
That savage stroke of psychopathic 
fury tells Milo this case will call for 
more than standard police procedure. 
It’s Dr Alex Delaware’s territory… 
The dead woman remains 
unidentified. But her companion has a 
name: Gavin Quick – and his troubled 
past eventually landed him on a 

therapist's couch. It's there, on familiar turf, that Delaware hopes to find 
vital clues. And that means going head-to-head with Dr. Mary Lou 
Koppel, a popular celebrity psychologist who fiercely guards the 
privacy of her clients…. dead or alive. 
12CD UA $89.95 Narrated by John Rubinstein 

���� Jonathan Kellerman. Obsession 
Tanya Bigelow was a solemn little 
girl when Dr Alex Delaware 
successfully treated her obsessive-
compulsive symptoms. Now Patty 
Bigelow, Tanya’s aunt and adoptive 
mother, has made a deathbed 
confession of murder and urged the 
young woman to seek Delaware’ s 
help.  
Delaware follows a trail twisting 
from L.A.’s sleaziest low-rent 

districts to its overblown mansions, retracing Patty and Tanya’ s 
nomadic and increasingly puzzling life. Then a very real murder tears 
open a terrifying tunnel into the past, where secrets – and bodies – 
are buried. 
10CD UA $69.95 Narrated by John Rubinstein 

���� Rex Stout. Over My Dead Body 
When a Balkan beauty is accused of 
stealing some diamonds, who can 
she turn to but Nero Wolfe — 
especially since she claims to be his 
adopted daughter! The stakes are 
suddenly raised when a student at 
her fencing school ends up dead. As 
Wolfe and sidekick Archie thrust and 
parry into a tangle of documents, 
identities, and political intrigue, 
another fencing student is killed. Is 

Wolfe’s alleged daughter actually a hot-blooded murderess? 
6CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Michael Prichard 

���� Donna Leon. Uniform Justice 
Venetian detective Commissario 
Guido Brunetti is called to investigate 
a parent's worst nightmare. A young 
cadet has been found hanged, a 
presumed suicide, in Venice's elite 
military academy. Dr Moro is 
devastated by his son's death, but 
while both he and his apparently 
estranged wife seem convinced that 
the boy's death could not have been 
suicide, neither appears eager to talk 

to the police or involve Brunetti in any investigation of the 
circumstances in which he died… 
8CD UA $69.95 Narrated by David Colacci 

���� James Patterson & Michael Ledwidge. Step on a 
Crack 

A beloved former first lady dies 
unexpectedly, and the most powerful 
people in the world gather in New 
York for her funeral. But a brilliant 
and ruthless enemy uses the 
opportunity to take these important 
mourners hostage. Then Detective 
Michael Bennett - father of ten and 
coping with the death of his wife after 
a long illness - is pulled into the fray. 
It’s up to him to rescue the 34 

hostages in the power of the most ruthless man he has ever dealt 
with…  
7CD UA $69.95 Narrated by John Slattery, Reg Rogers 

���� John Lescroart. Dead Irish 
In his new life as a bartender at the 
Little Shamrock, Dismas Hardy is just 
hoping for a little peace. He's left the 
police force and his law career behind 
him, and is trying to cope with his own 
shattering personal loss. 
But when the news of Eddie 
Cochran's death reaches him, Hardy 
is propelled back into all the things he 
was trying to escape and forced to 
untangle a web of old secrets and raw 

passions, for the sake of Eddie's pregnant widow, Frannie, and for the 
others whose lives may still be at risk. 
9CD UA $79.95 Narrated by David Colacci 

���� Kerry Greenwood. Murder in the Dark 
The delectable Phryne Fisher has 
been invited to the Last Best party of 
1928. When three of the guests are 
kidnapped Phryne finds she must 
puzzle her way through the 
scavenger hunt clues to retrieve the 
hostages. 
“Brimming with glamour, high life, 
and a hint of debauchery, 
Greenwood's series delivers a 

literary glass of champagne, lifting readers' spirits while tickling their 
fancies.” – Booklist US 
4CD UA $45.95 Narrated by David Timson 

���� Arthur Conan Doyle. The Casebook of Sherlock 
Holmes 1 

These six cases are among the last 
undertaken by Sherlock Holmes 
before he retired to the Sussex 
downs. However, the problems 
facing the sleuth are as diverse and 
challenging as ever. With seeking the 
whereabouts of the stolen Mazarin 
Diamond, discovering the 
importance of being called Garrideb, 
encountering a mysterious murder on 

Thor Bridge, searching for eternal youth and the threat of a Vampire 
in Sussex, there is no sign of Holmes’s deductive powers slowing 
down. 
4CD UA $45.95 Narrated by David Timson 
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���� John Hart. Down River 
Adam Chase has spent the last five 
years in New York City trying to 
erase his worst memories and the 
scorn and abandonment of his 
family. Having left North Carolina 
and its red soil for good, he never 
thought returning would be easy - 
but being remembered as a 
murderer doesn't help much. Adam 
is beaten, accosted, and hostilely 
confronted by his family, including 

Grace, the young woman whose abandonment torments him still.  
Then people start turning up dead.. 
10CD UA $79.95 Narrated by John Hart 

���� Donna Leon. Doctored Evidence 
When a miserly spinster is found 
brutally murdered in her Venice 
apartment, police immediately 
suspect her Romanian housekeeper. 
They are certain their job is done 
after the immigrant dies while fleeing 
arrest, but weeks later, a neighbour 
comes forward to defend the 
innocence of the accused. The only 
investigator who believes the alibi is 
Brunetti. The ever-loyal Signorina 

Elettra discovers mysterious deposits in the old woman's bank account, 
but who made them? 
7CD UA $69.95 Narrated by David Colacci 

���� Cody McFadyen. The Face of Death 
The girl is 16, at the scene of a grisly 
triple homicide, and has a gun to her 
head. She claims The Stranger killed 
her adoptive family, that he’s been 
following her all her life, killing 
everyone she ever loved, and that no 
one believes her. 
No one has. Until Special Agent 
Smoky Barrett becomes involved in 
the case. 
Another vicious double homicide 

reveals a killer embarked on a dark crusade of trauma and death: an 
artist who’s moulding 16-year-old Sarah into the perfect victim and the 
ultimate weapon. 
13CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Joyce Bean 

���� Perri O’Shaughnessy. Acts of Malice 
Jim Strong, a member of South Lake 
Tahoe’s most prominent families, is 
charged with the murder of his 
brother Alex, recently killed in a 
skiing accident. 
As Nina prepares to defend her 
client, she has no idea that this case 
will lead her into a terrifying 
confrontation with a psychopath or 
threaten all that she holds most dear. 
And Assistant District Attorney Collier 

Hallowell, back from sabbatical and determined to put Jim Strong 
behind bars, is just as resolved to pick up romantically where he and 
Nina left off… 
10CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Laural Merlington 

���� Tess Gerritsen. The Bone Garen 
Present day: Julia Hamill has made a 
horrifying discovery on the grounds of 
her new home: a skull buried in the 
rocky soil - human, female, and, 
according to the trained eye of Boston 
medical examiner Maura Isles, 
definitely murdered.  
Boston, 1830: medical student Norris 
Marshall has joined the ranks of local 
"resurrectionists" - those who plunder 

graveyards and harvest the dead for sale on the black market. But 
when a distinguished doctor is found murdered and mutilated on 
university grounds, Norris finds that trafficking in the illicit cadaver trade 
has made him a prime suspect. 
10CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Susan Denaker 

���� Mark Gimenez. The Abduction 
Ben Brice lives alone in the New 
Mexico wilderness where he battles his 
memories of Vietnam. In Texas, his 
estranged son John, internet geek-
turned-billionaire, half watches his 
daughter Gracie’s soccer game while 
conducting business on his cell phone. 
When Gracie’s mother arrives, the 
coach reports that her uncle has 
already collected Gracie. 

But Gracie has no uncle – she was kidnapped.  
Dark family secrets make the finding of 10-year-old Gracie Brice more 
uncertain with every passing minute. 
11CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Buck Schirner 

���� Andrew Klavan. Damnation Street 
John Foy is a professional killer. The 
woman is Julie Wyant, a hooker with 
the face of an angel. Julie spent one 
night with Foy - a night of 
psychopathic cruelty that Foy called 
love. Desperate to get away from him, 
she vanished without a trace. And Foy 
wants her back. There's only one man 
who can find her: Scott Weiss, the 
best private detective in the business. 

She's begged him not to look for her, fearing he'll bring the killer in his 
wake. But Weiss can't stay away. Now, from a town called Paradise, 
Weiss searches for Julie - and the killer follows, waiting for his chance. 
9CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Author 

���� John Sandford. Dark of the Moon 
Virgil Flowers kicked around for a while 
before joining the Minnesota Bureau of 
Criminal Apprehension. From the army 
to the military police, then the police in 
St. Paul, and finally Lucas Davenport 
brought him into the BCA, promising 
him, “We’ll only give you the hard stuff.” 
He’s been doing the hard stuff for three 
years now – but never anything like this. 
When three murders occur in the small 

town of Bluestem, Virgil Flowers knows two things: they had not been a 
coincidence and it had to be personal. As an officer with the Minnesota 
Bureau of Apprehension, he doesnt realize just how personal, and he 
may not find out until its too late. 
9CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Eric Conger 
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���� Dick Francis & Felix Francis. Dead Head 
Max Moreton’s Newmarket restaurant 
has brought him great acclaim. But when 
nearly all the guests who enjoyed one of 
his meals at a private catered affair fall 
victim to severe food poisoning, his 
reputation takes quite a hit. Scrambling 
to meet his next obligation, Max must 
overcome the previous evening’s 
disaster and provide the new American 
sponsors of the year’s first Classic race 

with a day to remember. Then a bomb blast rips through the private boxes, 
killing some of Max’s trusted staff and many of the guests. Two close calls 
are too close for comfort, and Max vows to protect his name, and himself, 
before it’s too late. 
9CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Martin Jarvis 

���� Dick Francis. Under Orders 
It's the third death that really troubles 
former champion jump-jockey, Sid 
Halley. He knows the perils of racing all 
too well - but in his day, jockeys didn't 
usually reach the finishing line with three 
.38 rounds in the chest. But this is how 
he finds Huw Walker - the new winner of 
the Triumph Hurdle and Halley's friend. 
Walker was riding one of Lord Enstone's 
horses in the Hurdle and it was the 

inimitable owner who invited Halley in the first place. His brief: to make 
discrete enquiries into alleged race fixing. Are results being rigged? Are 
bookies taking a cut? 
3CD $29.95 Narrated by Martin Jarvis 
Also available UNABRIDGED 
8CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Martin Jarvis 

���� Connelly,Michael. The Overlook. 
When a physicist is murdered in LA it 
seems the killer has no fear of 
publicity, leaving the body on The 
Overlook, a site with a stunning view 
over the city. And when it's 
discovered that the victim turned 
over a quantity of a lethal chemical to 
his killer before he died, Harry Bosch 
knows he has more than just a single 

death to worry about. Alongside the forces of Homeland Security, Harry 
realises he must solve the murder or face unimaginable consequences. 
4CD UA $55.00 Narrated by Michael Brandon 

���� Kalla,Daniel. Blood Lies 
Ben Dafoe, a young emergency-room 
doctor, is haunted by addiction. Two 
years earlier, a cocaine habit claimed 
the life of his identical twin Aaron. Now 
Ben walks onto the scene of a savage 
stabbing to learn that the victim, Emily 
Kenmore, is his former fiancée. 
Among the carnage in Emily’s 
bedroom is a streak of blood on the 
wall that belongs to the killer. When 

the DNA from that sample matches Ben’s blood, he becomes the prime 
suspect. But sometimes, blood lies… 
8CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Anthony Heald 

���� Elmore Leonard. Killshot 
When Carmen Colson and her 
ironworker husband Wayne stumble 
onto an extortion scheme run by 
Armand Degas, half Ojibway Indian, 
half French Canadian hit man, and 
his temporary partner Richie Nix, a 
talkative sociopath, the two killers 
set out to eliminate them, hiding out 
with Nix's girlfriend Donna, a former 
prison guard who collects stuffed 
animals and believes that Elvis is 

alive. In detailing the killers' relentless pursuit of the terrified couple, 
Leonard builds suspense with a deft, master hand. 
7CD UA          $69.95         Narrated by  Rider Strong 

���� Jennifer Lee Carrell. Interred With Their Bones 
On the eve of the Globes 
production of Hamlet, 
Shakespearean scholar Kate 
Shelton is given what is claimed 
to be the Bard’s long-lost work. 
When a killer decides to stage 
theatrical murders as flesh-and-
blood realities, Shelton must 
decipher a string of clues before 
anyone else dies. 
Jennifer Lee Carrell's 

Shakespearean thriller Interred with Their Bones is the most eagerly 
anticipated debut thriller of 2007. 
12CD UA          $69.95         Narrated by  Kathleen McNenny 

���� James Ellroy. The Black Dahlia 
On January 15, 1947, the torture-
ravished body of a beautiful young 
woman is found in a vacant lot. The 
victim makes headlines as the Black 
Dahlia – and so begins the greatest 
manhunt in California history.  
Caught up in the investigation are 
Bucky Bleichert and Lee Blanchard. 
Both are obsessed with the Dahlia – 
driven by dark needs to know 
everything about her past, to 

capture her killer, to possess the woman even in death. Their quest will 
take them on a hellish journey into a region of total madness. 
11CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Stephen Hoye 

���� James,Peter. Looking Good Dead 
Tom Bryce did what any decent 
person would do. But within hours of 
picking up the CD that had been left 
behind on the train seat next him, 
and attempting to return it to its 
owner, he is the sole witness to a 
vicious murder. Then his young 
family are threatened with their lives 
if he goes to the police. But 
supported by his wife, Kellie, he 

bravely makes a statement to the murder enquiry team headed by 
Detective Superintendent Roy Grace… And from that moment, the 
killing of the Bryce family becomes a mere formality. You can log on 
and see them on a website. They will be looking good dead. 
4CD  $45.00 Narrated by Neil Pearson 
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���� Åsa Larsson. The Blood Spilt 
From the author of Sun Storm comes 
this disturbing, entrancing, beautifully 
crafted mystery, winner of Sweden’s 
Best Crime Novel award and an 
international sensation. 
It’s midsummer in Sweden, when the 
light lingers through dawn as the long 
winter finally ends. In this magical 
time, a brutal killer strikes, and the 
murder of a female priest sends 
shock waves through the community. 

With no cause to get involved, attorney Rebecka Martinsson cannot 
help herself. And the further she is drawn into a mystery that will soon 
claim another victim, the more the dead woman’s world consumes her, 
a world of hurt and healing, sin and sexuality, and above all, of lethal 
sacrifice. 
9CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Hillary Huber 

���� Michael Connelly. Lost Light 
Fed up with the hypocrisy and 
bureaucracy of the LAPD, Harry 
Bosch has retired. But the life of a 
retiree doesn't suit him. He has 
devoted himself to law enforcement 
out of a deep drive to see justice 
done equally for all. On his own, he 
is still drawn toward the abyss. And 
when he rediscovers a startling, 
unsolved murder among the old case 
files he's been poring over, he knows 

he can't rest until he finds the killer, with or without a badge. 
9CD UA $89.95 Narrated by Len Cariou 

���� Fielding.Joy. Heartstopper 
The deadliest predators in Torrance, 
Florida were the alligators in the 
nearby swamps. But that was before 
someone abducted and murdered a 
runaway teenage girl... and before the 
disappearance of popular and pretty 
Liana Martin. The pattern is chilling to 
Sandy Crosbie, the town’s new high 
school English teacher. With a 
marriage on the rocks and a beautiful 

teenage daughter to protect, Sandy wishes she’d never come to the 
seemingly quiet town with shocking depths of scandal, sex, and 
brutality roiling beneath its surface. 
11CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Judith West 

���� Harlan Coben. Back Spin 
Kidnappers have snatched the 
teenage son of super-star golfer 
Linda Coldren and her husband, 
Jack, an aging pro. To help get the 
boy back, sports agent Myron Bolitar 
goes charging after clues and 
suspects from the Main Line 
mansions to a downtown cheaters' 
motel - and back in time to a U.S. 
Open 23 years ago, when Jack 
Coldren should have won, but didn't. 

Suddenly Myron finds himself surrounded by blue bloods, criminals, 
and liars – not to mention the advent of murder… 
7CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Jonathan Marosz 

���� Elmore Leonard. Up in Honey’s Room 
Walter Schoen is a dead ringer for 
Heinrich Himmler.. Honey Deal, 
Walter's American wife, doesn't know 
that Walter is a member of a spy ring 
and gives shelter to escaped German 
POWs. But she's tired of him and 
thinking about divorce. The advent of 
Carl Webster (Hot Kid of the Marshals 
Service) stirs things up – he’s looking 
for Jurgen Schrenk, and is sure that 
Walter is keeping Schrenk hidden. 

What with Honey really liking the Hot Kid, and Carl Webster only 
interested in using Honey to get to Jurgen, and the arrival on the scene 
of Vera Mezwa (Ukrainian head of the spy ring) and her killer lover 
Bohan, things are getting sticky… 
7CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Arliss Howard 

���� Stuart Woods. Shoot Him If He Runs 
Stone Barrington and Holly Barker 
pursue a master spy and murderer in 
a tropical paradise where very little is 
as it seems. Teddy Fay, rogue agent, 
has been considered dead for some 
time now. But President Will Lee 
thinks Teddy may still be alive. St. 
Marks is a vacationer's paradise, but 
its luxurious beach clubs and 
secluded mountain villas are home to 
corrupt local politicians and more 

than a few American ex-pats with murky personal histories. 
7CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Tony Roberts 

���� Robert G. Barrett. Leaving Bondi 
Les Norton is back! 
Les figured by tossing $50,000 into the 
Gull's movie he'd become the next Sam 
Goldwyn. Only someone put a bomb on 
the film set. And who gets the blame? 
Now Norton's a fugitive from the law, 
desperate to prove his innocence. 
Satanists, drug dealers, nutty poets, 
blabbermouth disc jockeys - everybody 
between Sydney, the Blue Mountains 

and South Australia wants a piece of Les Norton. So what are Norton's 
chances of clearing his name and coming up smelling of roses? VFO. 
But rely on Les to come up smelling of something. 
CONTAINS STRONG LANGUAGE 
7CD UA $29.95 Narrated by David Tredinnick 

 !��

���
���� Lee Chlld. Echo Burning 

Hitching through the heat of West 
Texas, loner Jack Reacher is picked 
up by a good-looking young woman 
called Carmen, with a beautiful little 
girl. She married into the wrong 
family, a bitter and miserly clan, and 
they've made her life a living hell. 
Worse, her monster of a husband is 
soon due out of prison. So she needs 
protection… and Reacher finds 

himself thrust into the role of protector. But within days, Carmen's 
husband is dead – and simmering secrets send Echo, Texas, up in 
flames. 
11CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Dick Hill 
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���� Jonathon King. Acts of Nature 
When a violent hurricane rips through 
South Florida, MaxFreeman’s and 
Detective Sherry Richard’s peaceful 
getaway turns into a desperate fight 
for survival. And the hurricane is only 
the beginning of the nightmare.  
With Sherry severely injured and no 
way to call for help, the couple need to 
get to civilisation. But in the wake of 
the storm, the isolation they originally 

sought soon becomes deadly as undesirables invade the Glades. 
Some have come to profit from the destruction and loot what remains, 
while others will stop at nothing to protect secrets. 
6CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Mel Foster 

���� Jeff Abbott. Fear 
If there was a drug that allowed 
people to forget the worst moment of 
their lives, how far would someone 
go to obtain it, given the potential 
profit?  
Miles Kendrick is in the federal 
witness protection program and also 
undergoing therapy for post-
traumatic stress syndrome, a 
condition manifested by his being 

haunted by the "ghost" of his best friend, Andy. When his therapist is 
blown up in her office, Miles finds himself being pursued by several 
deadly factions, willing to kill for the priceless Frost. 
10CD UA $79.95 Narrated by L. J. Ganser 

���� Child,Lee. The Enemy 
Jack Reacher. Hero. Loner. Soldier. 
An elite military cop. But in every 
cop's life there is one messy, tangled 
case that can make him question 
words like honour, valour, and duty. 
In a North Carolina "hot-sheets" 
motel, a two-star general is found 
dead, his briefcase missing. Within 
hours the general's wife is murdered 
hundreds of miles away. Then the 

dominoes really start to fall. Two Special Forces soldiers are taken 
down, one at a time. Top military commanders are moved from place to 
place in a bizarre game of chess. And somewhere inside the vast 
worldwide fortress that is the U.S. Army, Jack Reacher - investigator for 
the 110th Special Unit - is being set up as a fall guy with the worst 
enemies a man can have. 
12CD UA $89.95 Narrated by Dick Hill 

���� Deaver,Jeffery. More Twisted. 
Jeffery Deaver loves writing short 
stories. 'All bets are off,' he says. 
'Short stories are like a sniper's 
bullet. Fast and shocking. I can make 
good bad and bad badder, and most 
fun of all, really bad seem good.' 
Each of the sixteen suspense tales in 
this collection end with a "gut-
wrenching twist”. The collection 
contains A Dish Served Cold, Born 

Bad, The Westphalian Ring, Afraid, and more. 
2CD UA $35.00 Narrated by Kerry Shale  

���� Raymond Khoury. Sanctuary 
A young Crusader knight is entrusted 
with a secret that will echo down the 
centuries… In the ruins of present 
day Iraq, historian Becca Krueger 
discovers a strange artefact that is 
brutally stolen from her. In a raid on a 
diehard from the Iraqi regime, 
Special Forces Lieutenant Rob 
Morrow discovers a bizarre crypt that 
hints at cruel tortures and 

experiments.  Soon Becca and Rob are tracking the same man and set 
out on a quest that will lead them into mysteries from the dark legends of 
Eastern Europe to the strange life of a French renaissance Count and an 
ancient poetic text about eternal life. 
5CD $49.95 Narrated by Laurel Lefkow 

���� James H. Cobb. Robert Ludlum’s The Arctic Event 
Lt. Col. Jon Smith, an army research 
doctor and secret agent attached to 
Covert-One, is tapped to lead a team 
to Wednesday Island, an icy patch of 
land between the northern coast of 
Canada and the Earth's magnetic 
Pole. There, the remains of a 
mysterious plane were discovered 
during a routine educational 
expedition. The plane seems to be a 

Russian spy plane, and the Russian government secretly revealed to 
the US President that a lot of very dangerous anthrax may be on 
board. But Jon and his team aren't the only ones making their way to 
the plane… 
12CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Jeff Woodman 

���� Robert Ludlum. The Bourne Trilogy 
All three Bourne books – from The 
Bourne Identity to The Bourne 
Ultimatum. 
It all starts with a cat-and-mouse 
chase to the death in a Baltimore 
funfair: the Jackal, Bourne's age-old 
antagonist, is back and Bourne is 
forced from his idyllic retirement with 
his wife and children to confront his 
enemy. In Europe, Russia and 

America there are men and women whose lust for power is disguised 
by their positions and respectability. Their aim: to gain control at the 
highest level, to avenge, to destroy. Jason Bourne has been the 
assassin before: now he longs for peace with his family, but the threat 
of the Jackal puts in jeopardy all possibility of peace.... 
18CD $99.95 Narrated by Jeff Harding 

���� Eric Jerome Dickey. Sleeping with Strangers 
Gideon is the master of the game in a jet-
setting world dominated by money, 
women, and violence. He makes his 
living as a contract killer by enacting the 
revenge of the broken-hearted.  
If he can amass a million dollars, the 
woman he desires has promised to run 
away with him. For her sake, Gideon 
takes a high-profile job that earns him 
dangerous enemies, and hops a plane to 

London hoping to escape the aftermath. But two mysterious women 
may have been sent to bring him down… 
8CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Dion Graham 
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���� Andrew Vachss. Terminal 
Deep in the dark streets of New York, 
a terminally ill ex-con contacts Burke  
with the promise of a huge score. 
Burke and his family hatch a brilliant 
plan to bring three murderers down 
and walk away with nearly three 
million dollars. The people Burke is up 
against are smart, ruthless, and lethal, 
and this dangerous undertaking could 
cost Burke more than he is willing to 

pay. If they can pull it off, Burke gets the two things he lives for: money 
and revenge. If they can’t, terminal could prove to be more than just 
one man’s diagnosis. 
8CD UA $69.95 Narrated by David Joe Wirth 

���� Stephen Hunter. The 47th Samurai 
Bob Lee Swagger and Philip Yano are 
bound together by a single moment at 
Iwo Jima, 1945, when their fathers met 
on opposite sides in the bloody and 
chaotic battle for the island. 60 years 
later, Yano asks Bob to help him 
recover his father’s sword. But they 
discover it is not a standard WWII 
sword – it’s a priceless shin-shinto 
katana… worth killing for. Suddenly  

Bob is at the centre of a series of terrible crimes he barely understands 
but vows to avenge. To do so, he throws himself into a glittering and 
ominous world, from the shady bosses of the seamy Kabukicho district 
to officials in the highest echelons of the Japanese government. 
 

11CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Buck Schirner 

���� Francine Mathews. The Alibi Club 
It’s the city’s most infamous after-
hours haunt – a glittering hotbed of 
deals and debaucheries. The sordid 
death of Philip Stilwell sends shock 
waves through the Alibi Club… for 
there’s much more to Stilwell’s 
untimely end than a sex game gone 
wrong. His murder and the desperate 
attempt to keep a deadly weapon out 
of German hands will bring together 

the strands of a twisted plot of betrayal, passion and espionage – one 
connected to the Alibi Club… and to the most explosive secret of the 
Second World War. 
7CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Ellen Archer 

���� Christopher Reich. The First Bilion 
A fighter pilot in the Gulf War, Jeff 
Gavallan has now created Black Jet 
Securities, an international financial 
consulting firm, using his wealth to do 
some good in the world. But the firm’s 
latest and most ambitious deal could 
destroy everything.  
It seems like a perfectly lucrative and 
legitimate business venture: bring a 
Russian high-tech company to the 

U.S. Stock Exchange. But the company's owner turns out to be one of 
the most ruthless bosses in the Russian Mafia whose plans go far 
beyond the Stock Exchange. Now Gavallan must use all the raw 
courage and cunning of his combat training to outwit Kirov and his 
assassins… 
13CD UA $69.95 Narrated by James Daniels 

���� John Lescroart. Hard Evidence 
When the bullet-ridden body of a 
Silicon Valley billionaire washes up 
on shore, assistant D.A. Dismas 
Hardy finds himself the prosecutor in 
San Franciscos murder trial of the 
century. The suspect: a Japanese 
call girl with a long list of prominent 
clients. But when a bizarre series of 
events blows the case wide open, 
Hardy finds himself on the other side 

of the law - as a lawyer for the defense....  
A compelling combination of courtroom drama and whodunit. 
14CD UA $69.95 Narrated by David Colacci 

���� J. M. Calder. And Hope To Die 
When a fourth child is taken, Solomon 
Glass knows what to expect. An 
anonymous letter to the mother, 
making a promise: kill yourself and 
your child will be released. Two 
women are dead already… 
Glass has just survived a tragedy, an 
internal investigation and a spell off 
the force. In his race to uncover the 
kidnapper, Glass must enter the 

darkest side of himself. And the more he learns, the more he suspects 
that's exactly what the killer wants him to do. So begins a deadly game 
of cat and mouse, played for the highest stakes of all. 
14CD UA $69.95 Narrated by David Colacci 

���� David Baldacci. Simple Genius 
Sean King and Michelle Maxwell both 
bear the scars of their previous case. 
Michelle is in a psychiatric hospital after 
making a suicide attempt while Sean 
accepts a PI job at Babbage Town – a 
hugely secret establishment where, it 
seems, corpses turn up more quickly 
than new codes can be encrypted by the 
genius mathematicians who are 
employed in the place. 

But trouble follows… Michelle uncovers something truly disturbing 
happening in the hospital pharmacy, and Sean, observing the presence of 
both the FBI and CIA in Babbage Town, begins to wonder what is really 
going on… 
5CD $55.00 Narrated by Alex Jennings 
Also available UNABRIDGED 
12CD UA $99.95 Narrated by Scott Brick 

���� Robin Cook. Critical 
Angela Dawson, M.D., appears to have 
left behind a troubled past… but then 
things begin to go wrong again. A surge 
of drug-resistant staph infections 
devastate her new start-up, with patient 
deaths and a serious cash-flow problem 
threatening to ruin it all.  N.Y. City 
medical examiners Laurie Montgomery 
and Jack Stapleton are intrigued by the 
uptick in staph-related post-procedure 

deaths. Despite Jack’s protests, Laurie can’t help investigating, thus 
opening a Pandora’s box of corporate intrigue that threatens not only her 
livelihood but her life and Jack’s. 
11CD UA $69.95 Narrated by George Guidall 
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���� Kate Mosse. Labyrinth 
July 1209: in Carcassonne a young girl is 
given a mysterious book by her father 
which he claims contains the secret of 
the true Grail – stretching back 
thousands of years to the deserts of 
Ancient Egypt…   July 2005: Alice 
Tanner stumbles upon two skeletons 
during an archaeological dig in the 
mountains outside Carcassonne. Inside 
the hidden tomb where the bones lie 

crumbling, she realises she's set in motion a terrifying sequence of events 
that she cannot control and that her destiny is inextricably tied up with the 
fate of the Cathars 800 years before. 
16CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Donada Peters 

���� Steve Hamilton. Night Work 
Two years after his fiancée was 
brutally murdered, Joe Trumbull is 
finally going out on a date. He’s not 
looking for love, just testing the waters 
to see if it’s possible to live a normal 
life again. Marlene Frost is a beautiful 
woman, warm and funny. Joe starts to 
think this blind date will turn out to be 
one of the best things that’s happened 
to him… but he couldn’t be more 

wrong. Because somehow, for reasons Joe can barely understand, this 
one evening will mark the beginning of a new nightmare. A nightmare 
that will lead him to the faceless man in the shadows... 
7CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Dick Hill 

���� Night over Water. Ken Follett 
On a bright September morning in 
1939, two days after Britain declares 
war on Germany, a group of 
privileged but desperate people 
gather in Southhampton to board the 
largest, most luxurious airliner ever 
built.  
The passengers include a fascist 
English aristocrat fleeing with his 
family and a fortune in jewels; a 

German scientist escaping from the Nazis; a murderer under FBI 
escort; a beautiful young woman heading for a new life; and a 
handsome, charming, unscrupulous thief.  
They will be in the air for 30 hours… Over the Atlantic, the Clipper's 
passengers are gripped by mounting fear and tension as their journey 
reaches the point of no return. 
12CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Tom Casaletto 

���� David Morrell. Scavenger 
Frank Balenger finds himself trapped 
in a nightmarish game of fear and 
death. To save himself and the woman 
he loves, he must play by the rules of 
a god-like Game Master with an 
obsession for unearthing the past. But 
sometimes the past is buried for a 
reason.  
Scavenger is a frightening hunter-
hunted tale that layers modern 
technology over the dusty artifacts of 

earlier times. The result is a surreal palimpsest... 
7CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Patrick Girard Lawlor 

���� Ken Follett. Lie Down with Lions 
Ellis, the American. Jean-Pierre, the 
Frenchman. They were two men on 
opposite sides of the cold war, with a 
woman torn between them. Together, 
they formed a triangle of passion and 
deception, racing from terrorist bombs 
in Paris to the violence and intrigue of 
Afghanistan - to the moment of truth 
and deadly decision for all of them  
 "Masterful... plot and counterplot, 

treachery, cunning and killing ... keep you on edge every moment" - 
Associated Press  
9CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Eric Lincoln, Donald 

Brearley, Marie Chambers, Larry 
Brandenburg, Jane Brody, Pennell Drake 

���� Lisa Jackson. Absolute Fear 
Eve Renner has struggled to 
remember the night she was nearly 
killed and her lover was tried for 
murder. All that she can recall are 
frightening glimpses. Now, as she 
returns to New Orleans, further bizarre 
and baffling murders occur. The 
victims are killed in a ritual fashion, a 
series of numbers tattooed into their 
bodies. There is no clue to their 

meaning, no connection to the victims except one: Our Lady of Virtues 
Hospital, the crumbling old asylum that was once the scene of 
unspeakable madness… 
13CD UA $79..95 Narrated by Joyce Bean 

���� Tami Hoag. Alibi Man 
Once upon a time a child of wealth 
and privilege, Elena chose the life of 
an undercover cop until a tragic, 
haunting mistake ended her career. 
But a shocking event is about to draw 
her back into the painful vortex she’s 
fought so hard to leave behind. First 
she finds the body - a young woman 
used, murdered, and dumped in a 
canal. Not just a victim, but a friend. 
As Elena delves into her dead friend’s 

secret life, she discovers ties not only to the Russian mob but also to a 
group of powerful and wealthy Palm Beach bad boys known for giving 
each other alibis to cover a multitude of sins. 
8CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Beth McDonald 

���� Christopher Pike. Falling 
FBI agent Kelly Feinman’s husband 
leaves her while she is recovering 
from an attack by a serial killer called 
the Acid Man. 
Matt Connor is shattered when his 
girlfriend Amy leaves him for another 
man. In agony, he plans a diabolical 
scheme that first calls for him to 
disappear from the face of the earth. 
Matt's act of vengeance puts him in 

charge of Amy's infant son… 
When Kelly is ordered to bring Matt Connor to justice, no one can 
guess how these two individuals will face what is to come. 
12CD UA $69.95 Narrated by William Dufris 
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���� David Stone. The Echelon Vendetta 
Micah Dalton is the man the CIA 
sends to clean up the mess when 
something goes wrong. But when his 
colleague and friend Porter Nauman 
turns up dead in an idyllic Tuscan hill 
town, and Nauman's family is 
subsequently slaughtered back home 
in London, Dalton can’t sit back and 
do nothing. Moving between Venice, 
London, Washington D.C., to the 

mountains of the American West, Dalton tracks the spectre who, with a 
penchant for intricate knifework influenced by Native American 
mysticism, is killing agents, former agents, and contract men - all of 
whom seem to have a connection to ECHELON. 
13CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Firdous Bamji 

���� Stephen White. Dry Ice 
Michael McClelland, the brilliant, 
determined murderer introduced in the 
first Alan Gregory novel, has left the 
Colorado State Mental Hospital - and 
he's coming after Alan's family. The 
timing couldn't be deadlier; like a 
wounded animal, Alan is in a deeply 
vulnerable state, facing severe doubts 
about his professional life, his 
marriage, and his own psyche. And 

McClelland holds the most powerful weapons of all: secrets from Alan's 
past. Secrets Alan thought he had successfully buried years ago. Secrets 
not even his wife knows. 
10CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Dick Hill 

���� Ken Follett. A Dangerous Fortune 
In 1866, tragedy strikes at the 
exclusive Windfield School when a 
mysterious accident takes the life of a 
student. Among the student's circle of 
friends are Hugh Pilaster; Hugh's older 
cousin Edward, dissolute heir to the 
Pilaster banking fortune; and Micky 
Miranda, the handsome son of a brutal 
South American oligarchy. The death 
and its aftermath begin the spiraling 
circle of treachery that will span three 

decades and entwine many lives… from the exclusive men's clubs that 
cater to every dark desire of England's upper classes to the luxurious 
ballrooms of the manipulators of the world's wealth. 
14CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Michael Page 

���� Lisa Scottoline. Daddy’s Girl 
Natalie Greco loves being a law 
professor, but when her colleague, 
Angus Holt, a guy with a brilliant mind, 
talks her into teaching a class at a 
local prison, her world turns upside 
down.  
A violent prison riot breaks out during 
the class, and in the chaos, Nat rushes 
to help a grievously injured guard. 
Before he dies, he asks her to deliver 

a cryptic message: "Tell my wife it's under the floor".  
Plunged into a nightmare, Nat suddenly finds herself suspected of a 
brutal murder and encounters threats to her life. 
8CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Barbara Rosenblat 

���� Clare Francis. Betrayal 
For businessman Hugh Wellesley, 
the violent waking nightmare begins 
with the sparse report in the morning 
newspaper. A woman's body 
recovered from the River Dart in 
Devon, identified as that of Sylvie 
Mathieson. The corpse was stabbed 
and bound... Should he admit that 
she had once been his lover? Or let 
others discover the truth for 

themselves? Sylvie had always been exotic, unconventional, alluring. 
Now with her death comes an unexpected betrayal – as another truth 
emerges which will take even Hugh by surprise. 
3CD  $39.95 Narrated by  David Rintoul 

���� Michael Connelly. The Poet 
Jack McEvoy, a Rocky Mountain 
News crime-beat reporter, learns that 
his twin brother, a Denver homicide 
detective, has just killed himself. Or 
so it seems. But when Jack begins to 
investigate the phenomenon of police 
suicides, a disturbing pattern 
emerges, and soon suspects that a 
serial murderer is at work - a devious 
cop killer who's left a coast-to-coast 
trail of "suicide notes" drawn from the 

poems of Edgar Allan Poe. It's the story of a lifetime - except that "the 
Poet" already seems to know that Jack is trailing him. 
12CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Buck Schirner 

���� Greg Iles.  24 Hours 
Hickey targets young families and he 
keeps getting away with it because he 
never hurts the kid and he never asks 
for more money than his victims can 
raise in 24 hours without raising 
suspicion. But he's never met Will and 
Karen Jennings. Hickey, with the help 
of his wife, Cheryl, and his "slow" 
giant of a cousin, Marvin, kidnaps the 
Jennings' daughter. But Hickey has 

overlooked one factor: the girl is a diabetic. While Hickey holds Karen 
at the family's home, Marvin holds the daughter at a secluded cabin 
and Hickey's wife holds Will at a third location. By dividing his quarry, 
Hickey thinks he has them... 
9CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Dick Hill 

���� Adrian d’Hagé. The Omega Scroll 
The Cardinal Secretary of State, the 
ruthless Lorenzo Petroni, has the Keys 
to St Peter within his grasp. Three 
things threaten to destroy him: 
Cardinal Giovanni Donelli has started 
an investigation into the Vatican Bank; 
journalist Tom Schweiker is looking 
into Petroni's past; and the brilliant Dr 
Allegra Bassetti, one of the world's 

foremost authorities on archaeological DNA, is piecing together 
fragments of the Omega Scroll. CIA agent Mike McKinnon is 
investigating a number of missing nuclear suitcase bombs and 
suspects they are connected to the warning in the Omega Scroll… 
14CD UA $34.95 Narrated by Jim Daly 
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���� Robert K. Tanenbaum. Malice 
New York District Attorney Butch Karp, 
recovering from an assassination 
attempt that almost killed him, takes 
on a shadowy cartel that uses 
terrorists to further its criminal empire 
while sliding the United States toward 
a cartel-controlled fascist state. 
Meanwhile, Marlene Ciampi is in Idaho 
to help her husband with the 
investigation, and she befriends a 

Basque sheepherder who is demanding answers to the disappearance 
of his daughter - a pretty college coed he suspects is having an affair 
with the school’s president… 
15CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Mel Foster  

���� Clare Francis. Wolf Winter 
In the chill of the Cold War, two 
Norwegians are shot dead after 
straying into Soviet wilderness, killings 
that will bind together three people in a 
web of treachery and passion. 
Halvard Starheim, veteran explorer, 
torn by the deaths of his friends and 
his love for a beautiful woman; Regina 
Johansen, the exquisitely attractive 
widow of one of the dead men on a 

desperate search for love and fulfilment; and Rolf Berg, brilliant 
Norwegian journalist whose secret other life holds the key to a deadly 
conspiracy. 
3CD $40.00 Narrated by Martin Jarvis 

���� Adrian McKinty. The Bloomsday Dead 
Michael has just survived his 
infiltration of an IRA splinter cell in 
Boston. Now, his many near fatal 
wounds healed, he begins his next 
adventure as manager of hotel 
security in Lima, Peru. It is there he 
is contacted by his former lover, 
Bridget, whose husband he killed. 
Bridget, calling from Dublin, says her 
14-year-old daughter has been 
kidnapped. Michael's choice is to fly 

to Dublin and help her or to be executed at the hands of the goons 
holding him at gunpoint. He agrees to nothing and soon is on the way 
to Dublin, the first two of many dead bodies left in his wake. 
“A near-perfect marriage of fiction and performance, The Bloomsday 
Dead is a must-listen... Winner of the AudioFile Earphones Award.” – 
AudioFile 
9CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Gerard Doyle 

���� Sandford,John. Dead Watch  
A political thriller seeped in murder, 
passion and deadly ambition. 
Early morning, Virginia, U.S.A: A 
woman learns that her husband, a 
former U.S. senator, has been 
missing for days. It’s not known 
whether this is a kidnapping, a 
murder, or something else, but she’s 
got an inkling about who might be 
involved, and why. And worse – she 

thinks she’s next… 
9CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Richard Ferrone 

���� T. Jeffreson Parker. Storm Runners 
Matt Stromsoe’s wife and son were 
killed in an explosion meant for him, 
and he’s turned his back on his job on 
the police force. Now, taking a job in 
private security, his first assignment is 
to protect a local television personality 
from a stalker. 
But the further Stromsoe is drawn into 
this case, the more he finds that the 
net of intrigue is wide and ultimately 

leads back to the man who killed his family. As events conspire against 
him, Stromsoe learns that prison is no safeguard against revenge… 
8CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Christopher Lane 

���� Michael Gruber. The Book of Air and Shadows 
Tap–tapping the keys and out come 
the words on this little screen, and who 
will read them I hardly know. I could be 
dead by the time anyone actually gets 
to read them...  
Jake Mishkin’s seemingly innocent job as 
an intellectual property lawyer has put 
him at the centre of a deadly conspiracy 
and hunt to find a priceless treasure 
connected to William Shakespeare. As 

he awaits a killer or killers unknown, Jake writes an account of the events 
that led to this deadly endgame, a frantic chase that began with letters that 
have concealed a shocking secret for 400 years. 
5CD $39.99 Narrated by Kerry Shale 
15CD UA $89.95 Narrated by Stephen Hoye 

���� Ted Dekker. Saint 
We call you Saint.  
The name ignited a light in Carl's mind. 
He'd been covertly recruited for Black 
Ops and given his life to the most 
brutal kind of invasive training any 
man or woman could endure, as an 
assassin, the deadliest killer in the 
world… And yet Carl Strople struggles 
to retain fleeting memories that betray 
an even more ominous reality. Tthere 

are some things they can't take from him. The love of a woman, 
unbroken loyalties to his past, the need for survival.  
From the deep woods of Hungary to the streets of New York, one 
man’s search for the truth finds betrayal, intrigue, and cover-ups. 
9CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Kevin King 

��"��	���#�$�����
���� Robards,Karen. Obsession 

The attack came out of nowhere, and 
Katharine Lawrence, 29-year-old 
special assistant to the head of the 
CIA , finds herself lying bound and 
gagged on her kitchen floor while two 
masked gunmen search her house. 
But Katharine’s nightmare is just 
beginning. When she awakens in the 
hopsital, nose crushed and body 
battered, her brain tells her things 
aren’t right. She doesn’t recognise 

herself in the mirror – and the smilng handsome doctor at her bedside 
– Dr Dan Howard – is familiar but in a completely unfamiliar way. 
11CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Joyce Bean 
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���� Heather Graham. The Dead Room 
In the long months since the explosion 
that nearly killed her and caused the 
death of her fiancé Matt, archaeologist 
Leslie MacIntyre is slowly coming to 
terms with her unsettling new ability to 
communicate with ghosts. Now she’s 
returned to the site of the explosion, a 
burial ground in lower Manhattan, torn 
between Matt – who visits her in 
dreams to warn and help her – and his 

real-life cousin, Joe. And there’s a very real flesh-and-blood danger 
threatening her… 
9CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Joyce Bean 

���� Heather Graham. The Last Noel 
With a storm paralysing New England, 
the O’Boyle household becomes prey 
to a pair of brutal escaped killers 
desperate to find refuge. Skyler 
O’Boyle is convinced the only way 
they can live through the night is by 
playing a daring psychological game 
to throw the convicts off their guard. 
Her one hope for rescue is that the 
men are unaware that her daughter, 

Kat, has escaped into the blizzard. When Kat stumbles on a third felon, 
half-frozen and delirious, her shock deepens, because she recognises 
Craig Devon – one-time love –  immediately… 
6CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Christopher Lane 

���� Suzanne Brockmann. Force of Nature 
Florida private investigator and ex-cop 
Ric Alvarado’s life is spiralling out of 
control. His beautiful new girl Friday, 
Annie Dugan, is far more interested in 
fieldwork than filing… Suddenly Ric 
finds himself deep undercover with 
Annie, working for notorious crime 
boss Gordon Burns. One mistake from 
Ric’s painfully inexperienced partner 
and they’re both dead.  
FBI agent Jules Cassidy’s life isn’t in 

much better shape. For years the FBI has been trying to prove Gordon 
Burns’ ties to terrorist activity. Jules has found a way into the lion’s den. 
But when she comes face-to-face with Robin Chadwick, a charismatic 
but self-destructive movie star, Jules feels a powerful attraction. 
13CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Patrick Lawlor & Melanie 

Ewbank 

���� J. D. Robb. Judgement in Death 
In an uptown strip joint, a cop is found 
bludgeoned to death. The weapon’s a 
baseball bat. The motive is a mystery. 
It’s a case of serious overkill that 
pushes Eve Dallas straight into 
overdrive. Her investigation uncovers 
a private club that’s more than a hot 
spot. Purgatory’s a last chance for 
atonement where everyone is judged. 
Where your most intimate fate 

depends on your most intimate sins. And where one cop’s hidden 
secrets are about to plunge innocent souls into vice-ridden damnation. 
10CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Susan Ericksen 

���� J. D. Robb. Haunted in Death 
Number Twelve, New York’s hot club 
in the 1960s, is now reported to be 
haunted and cursed. Lieutenant Eve 
Dallas is called there to investigate the 
apparent murder of Radcliff Hopkins, 
its new owner.  
With everyone around her talking 
about the supernatural, pragmatic Eve 
won't let rumours of ghosts distract her 
from hard evidence. The case 

becomes even more bizarre when it appears to be linked to the 
suspicious disappearance of a rock star eighty-five years ago… 
3CD UA $39.95 Narrated by Susan Ericksen 

���� J. D. Robb. Conspiracy in Death 
With the precision of a surgeon, a 
serial killer preys on the most 
vulnerable souls of the world's city 
streets. The first victim: a sidewalk 
sleeper, found dead in New York City. 
No bruises, no signs of struggle. Just 
a laser-perfect, fist-sized hole where 
his heart had once been. Lieutenant 
Eve Dallas is assigned to investigate. 
But in the heat of a cat-and-mouse 

game with the killer, Dallas’s job is suddenly on the line. Now her 
hands are tied between a struggle for justice – and a fight for her 
career… 
1mp3-CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Susan Ericksen 

���� J. D. Robb. Innocent in Death 
The death of history teacher Craig 
Foster devastated his young wife, 
who’d sent him off to work that 
morning with a lovingly packed lunch. 
And as for the ten-year-old girls who 
found him in his classroom in a pool of 
bodily fluids, they may have been 
traumatised for life. It’s is clearly a 
murder case. That lovely packed lunch 
was tainted with deadly ricin. And Mr 

Foster’s colleagues have some shocking secrets of their own. It’s Lt 
Eve Dallas’ job to find out why someone would have murdered a man 
who seemed to inoffensive, so pleasant… so innocent. 
10CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Susan Ericksen 

���� Sandra Brown. Play Dirty 
After five years in prison, Griff 
Burkett is a free man. But the 
disgraced Cowboys quarterback can 
never return to life as he knew it 
before he was caught cheating. 
Foster Speakman and his wife Laura 
lived a charmed life before fate 
denied them the one thing they 
wanted most - a child. Griff agrees to 
do a job for the Speakmans that 

demands secrecy. But he soon finds himself once again in the spotlight 
of suspicion when an unsolved murder comes back to haunt him. While 
safeguarding his new enterprise, Griff must also protect those around 
him, especially Laura Speakman... 
12CD UA $89.95 Narrated by Victor Slezak 
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���� Sandra Brown. Breath of Scandal 
On a rainy Southern night, Jade Sperry 
endured a young woman's worst 
nightmare at the hands of three local 
hell-raisers. Robbed of her youthful 
ideals and at the centre of scandal, 
Jade ran as far and as fast as she 
could. But she never forgot the sleepy 
company town where every man, 
woman, and child was dependent on 
one wealthy family. And she never 

forgot their spoiled son, who with his two friends changed her life forever. 
Someday, she'd return - exacting a just revenge, freeing herself from her 
enemies' grasp, and, perhaps, fulfilling a lost promise of love. 
13CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Dick Hill 

���� Fern Michaels. The Marriage Game 
When Samantha Rainford returns 
home from her honeymoon to find 
divorce papers waiting, she’s shocked 
and heartbroken. Then she discovers 
that she’s not the first Mrs Rainford to 
be dumped. Sam and her best friend, 
Slick, fail to make it in the CIA, but they 
team up with three other ex-wives in a 
plan to get even with Douglas, vigilante 
style. Before they can set their plan for 
seeking vengeance in motion, the 

women are lured into a secret law enforcement agency that is hiring CIA 
dropouts, and Sam meets gorgeous but fiercely disciplined ex-CIA 
operative Kollar Havapopulas… 
9CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Laural Merlington 

%��	�����
����	����
���� Anne Perry. At Some Disputed Barricade 

July 1917: Joseph Reavley, a chaplain, 
and his sister Judith, an ambulance 
driver, are bone-weary as they approach 
the fourth year of the conflict. A young 
and pompous major is killed by his own 
men. Although Joseph would like to turn 
a blind eye, he knows that he must not – 
but Judith has no such qualms… 
Back in England, Joseph and Judith's 
brother, Matthew, continues his 
desperate pursuit to unmask the sinister 

figure known as the Peacemaker - an obsessed genius who has committed 
murder and treason in an attempt to stop Britain from winning the war. 
11CD UA $89.95 Narrated by Michael Page 

���� Robert Low. The Whale Road 
When young Orm Rurikson is plucked 
from the snows of Norway to join his 
estranged father on the Fjord Elk, he 
becomes an unlikely member of a 
notorious Viking crew - the Oathsworn, 
selling their swords to the highest 
bidder. But loyalty to the old Norse gods 
is fading, and the followers of the 
mysterious 'White Christ' are gaining 
power across Europe. Hired as relic-

hunters by a city’s merchant rulers, the Oathsworn are sent in search of a 
legendary sword of untold value to the new religion. With only a young 
girl as guide, their quest will lead them onto the deep and treacherous 
waters of the 'whale road', toward the cursed treasure of Attila the Hun... 
5CD $39.99 Narrated by David Rintoul 

���� Ruth Downie. Medicus 
Gaius Petrius Ruso is a divorced army 
doctor recently arrived in Deva, 
Britannia (modern-day Chester). His 
rescue of an injured slave girl from her 
abusive owner gives him a slave who 
who won't talk and can't cook and 
drags trouble in her wake. Before he 
knows it, Ruso is caught in the middle 
of an investigation into the deaths of 
prostitutes working out of the local bar. 

It’s a far cry from the glory days when Ruso had rescued Emperor 
Trajan from an earthquake…  
1mp3-CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Simon Vance 

���� Thomas Keneally. A Commonwealth of Thieves 
With the authority of a renowned 
historian and the narrative grace of a 
brilliant novelist, Keneally offers an 
insider's perspective into the dramatic 
saga of the birth of a vibrant society in 
an unfamiliar land. A Commonwealth 
of Thieves immerses us in the fledgling 
penal colony and conjures up colorful 
scenes of the joy and heartbreak, the 
thrills and hardships that characterized 

those first four improbable years. The result is a lively and engrossing 
work of history, as well as a tale of redemption for the thousands of 
convicts who started new lives thousands of miles from their homes. 
10CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Simon Vance 

���� Diana Gabaldon. Lord John and the 
Brotherhood of the Blade 

In 1758, the fires of the Seven Years 
War burn hotter than ever – and the 
battlefields are a welcome escape 
for Lord John Grey and his brother 
Hal. It  has been 17 years since their 
father, the Duke of Pardloe, 
apparently committed suicide. But 
there is more to the duke’s death 
than meets the eye, and when 
someone mysteriously taunts the 
brothers, Lord John turns to 

Scotsman James Fraser for answers. 
Featuring many of the most beloved Outlander characters, Lord John 
and the Brother of the Blade has all the intrigue, adventure and 
mystery that Gabaldon’s fans could crave. 
13CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Jeff Woodman 

���� Ken Follett. The Pillars of the Earth 
This “extraordinary epic buttressed by 
suspense” tells the story of Philip, prior 
of Kingsbridge, a devout and 
resourceful monk driven t build the 
greatest Gothic cathedral the world has 
known… of Tom, the mason who 
becomes his architect – a man divided 
in his soul… of the beautiful, elusive 
Lady Aliena, hautned by a secret 
shame… and of a struggle between 
good and evil that will turn church 

against state and brother and brother...  A spellbinding tale of ambition, 
anarchy and absolute power set against the sprawling mediaeval canvas of 
twelfth-century England, this is Ken Follett’s historical masterpiece. 
24CD UA $99.95 Narrated by John Lee 
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���� Ken Follett. The Pillars of the Earth 
On the day after Halloween, in the year 
1327, four children slip away from the 
cathedral city of Kingsbridge. They are a 
thief, a buly, a b oy genius, and a girl 
who wants to be a doctor. In the forest 
they see two men killed… 
The most anticipated sequel of the year 
– Ken Follett’s World without End – takes 
place in Kingsbridge, where his literary 
masterpiece Pillas fo the World was set. 

It is two centuries after the townspeople finished building the exquisite 
Gothic cathedral, and the cathedral and priory are again at the centre of a 
web of love and hate, greed and pride, ambition and revenge. 
36CD UA $115.95 Narrated by John Lee 

���� Julie Baumgold. The Diamond 
A dazzling historical novel based on 
the real story of The Regent diamond. 
Discovered in India by a slave and 
brought to England by an ex-pirate 
named Thomas Pitt, The Regent 
begins its journey through the decadent 
courts of Europe. Thomas Pitt sells the 
stone to Louis XIV’s profligate brother, 
and it is worn in turn by Louis XIV, 
Louis XV, and Marie Antoinette. The 

Regent is stolen during the Revolution and found in an attic, only to be 
pawned by Napoleon for the horses that ensure his first victories. Napoleon 
eventually recovers the gem and has it placed in his sword believing it to be 
his good luck charm... 
11CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Simon Vance 

���� Belinda Alexandra. Silver Wattle 
Set in the Australian film world of the 
1920s. 
In fear for their lives after the sudden 
death of their mother, Adéla and Klára 
must flee Prague to find refuge with 
their uncle in Australia. Later, Adéla 
becomes a film director at a time when 
the local industry is starting to feel the 
competition from Hollywood. But even 

while success is imminent, the issues of family and an impossible love 
are never far away. And ultimately dreams of the silver screen must 
compete with the bonds of a lifetime. 
16CD UA $89.95 Narrated by Julia Fletcher, Henri Lubarti 

���	����&�#����������	����
���� Keith Donohue. The Stolen Child 

A blend of fantasy and realism creates 
an utterly unique fable inspired by a W. 
B. Yeats poem. 
The boy Henry Day is kidnapped from 
the dark forest near his home by 
ageless beings called changelings, and 
given two gifts: the new name of Aniday, 
and an ageless life. He will forever be 
seven. The changelings leave another 
child in Henry's place. But as he grows 

up, the new Henry Day exhibits strange talents – ones that make his 
father suspect that this child is an impostor. Haunted by memories, both 
Aniday and Henry are driven to search for the keys to who they were 
before they changed places in the world. 
10CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Andy Paris, Jeff Woodman 

���� Dan Abnett. TORCHWOOD: Border Princes. 
The Amok is driving people out of their 
minds, turning them into zombies and 
causing riots in the streets. Everyone 
has a headache; there's something in 
Davey Morgan's shed; and the Church 
of St Mary-in-the-Dust, demolished in 
1840, has reappeared - though it's not 
due till 2011. Captain Jack Harkness 
has something more to worry about: an 
alarm, an early warning, given to 

mankind and held - inert - by Torchwood for 108 years. And now it's 
flashing. Something is coming… 
3CD $34.95 Narrated by Eve Myles 

���� Liam Hearn. Harsh Cry of the Heron 
A dazzling epic of warfare and sacrifice, 
passionate revenge, treacherous 
betrayal and unconquerable love, this 
final book of the Tales of the Otori takes 
the storytelling achievement of Hearn's 
fantastic medieval Japanese world to 
startling new heights of drama and 
action. Fifteen years of peace and 
prosperity under the rule of Lord Otori 
Takeo and his wife Kaede is threatened 

by a rogue network of assassins, the resurgence of old rivalries, the 
arrival of foreigners bearing new weapons and religion, and an unfulfilled 
prophecy that Lord Takeo will die at the hand of a member of his own 
family. 
16CD UA $89.95 Narrated by Julia Fletcher, Henri Lubarti 

���� John Wyndham.  The Midwich Cuckoos 
There are no birds singing, and the air 
seems thick. There is an invisible wall 
around the village, with everyone 
inside unconscious. When the barrier 
lifts, the strange occurrence is put 
down to a gas leak. 
But some months later, there is an 
epidemic of pregnancies among the 
women. All the babies are born on the 
same day, all have golden eyes and 

they can all communicate with each other telepathically. As they grow 
older and their powers grow stronger, the people of Midwich begin to feel 
threatened... 
2CD $29.95 Performed by Bill Nighy, Sarah Parish 

and cast 

���� Herbert, Frank  Dune Messiah 
This second book in the Dune 
Chronicles explores new developments 
on the desert planet Arrakis, with its 
intricate social order and its strange 
threatening environment. Dune 
Messiah picks up the story of the man 
known as Maud'dib, heir to an 
unimaginable power, bringing to fruition 
an ambition of unparalleled scale: the 
centuries-old scheme to create a 

superbeing who reigns not in the heavens but among men. But the 
question is: Do all paths of glory lead to the grave? 
7CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Scott Brick , Katherine 

Kellgren, Simon Vance 
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���� Jasper Fforde. First Among Sequels 
Reminiscent of the genre-bending 
creations of Monty Python and Douglas 
Adams, the Thursday Next mystery 
series continues with this fifth volume. 
Thursday’s got her hands full with her 
temperamental teenage son Friday, 
freelance work in the real world, and a 
new protégée in the Bookworld. Those 
problems seem small, though, when 
you consider plummeting reading rates 

and the government’s dangerous surplus of stupidity. And the Goliath 
Corporation is currently trying to sell reality book shows – guided 
excursions into literature designed to liven up the classics for modern 
audiences. Thursday will need all the help she can get to outwit Goliath 
and a horde of Mrs Danvers clones. 
11CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Emily Gray 

���� Terry Pratchett. Going Postal 
Arch-swindler Moist von Lipp found 
himself faced with a choice – death by 
hanging or… getting the moribund 
Postal Service up and running again. 
The new Postmaster could swear the 
mail is talking to him. He’s got to take 
on the gargantuan, money-hungry 
Grand Trunk clacks communication 
monopoly and its bloodthirsty piratical 
head, Mr. Reacher Gilt. But it says on 

the Postal Service building NEITHER RAIN NOR SNOW NOR GLO M 
OF NI T ... For once in his con-artist life, Moist is going to make a stand. 
In Terry Pratchett’s inimitable Discworld series, sense and nonsense are 
just two sides of the same postage stamp… 
11CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Stephen Briggs 

���� Sherrilyn Kenyon. Devil May Cry 
Sin, an ancient Sumerian god, was 
one of the most powerful among his 
pantheon, until the night Artemis stole 
his godhood by trickery and left him 
one step from death. Trust of any kind 
died in him that night. For millennia, 
this ex-god turned Dark-Hunter has 
dreamed only of regaining his powers 
and seeking revenge on Artemis. 
But other matters take Sin’s attention 

– the lethal gallu that were buried by his pantheon are now stirring, and 
they are hungry for human flesh. Sin is forced to trust a woman who is 
slowly stealing his heart, and who might just try to kill him… 
9CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Holter Graham 

���� Trudi Canavan. The Magician’s Guild 
Each year the magicians of Imardin 
gather to purge the city streets of 
beggars, urchins and miscreants. 
Masters of the disciplines of magic, 
they know that no one can oppose 
them. But their protective shield is not 
as impenetrable as they believe. As 
the mob is herded from the city, 
Sonea, a young street girl, hurls a 
stone through the shield… After 500 

years of order, the guild's worst fear has been realised - an untrained 
magician is loose on the streets... 
5CD $39.95 Narrated by Kellie Bright 

���� Trudi Canavan. The Novice (Black Magician 
Trilogy, Book 2) 

Sonea knows the other novices in the 
Magicians' Guild all come from 
powerful families, but she also knows 
she can turn to Rothen and Dannyl for 
help when she needs it. That is, until 
someone starts spreading malicious 
rumours about her - and Akkarin, the 
High Lord, steps in. Lord Dannyl 
leaves for the Elyne court to follow 
Administrator Lorien’s order that he 

secretly resume High Lord Akkarin's long-abandoned research into 
ancient magical knowledge, but is soon facing unexpected dangers. 
Meanwhile, Sonea has almost forgotten the High Lord's dark secret, 
but keeping the truth hidden may be a grave mistake. 
5CD $39.95 Narrated by Samantha Bond 

���� Trudi Canavan. The High Lord (Black Magician 
Trilogy, Book 3) 

Sonea has learned much at the 
magicians' guild and the other novices 
now treat her with a grudging respect. 
But she cannot forget what she 
witnessed in the High Lord's 
underground room - or his warning that 
the realm's ancient enemy is growing 
in power once more. As Sonea learns 
more, she begins to doubt her 
guildmaster's word. Could the truth 

really be as terrifying as Akkarin claims, or is he trying to trick her into 
assisting in some unspeakably dark scheme? 
5CD $39.95 Narrated by Samantha Bond 

���� Terry Goodkind. Blood of the Fold 
Richard Rahl and Kahlan Amnell stand 
against the ancient forces which 
besiege the New World - forces so 
terrible that when last they threatened, 
they could only be withstood by sealing 
off the Old World from whence they 
came. Now the barrier has been 
breached, and the New World is again 
beset by their evil power.  War, 
monsters, and treachery plague the 
world, and only Richard and Kahlan can 

save it from an armageddon of unimaginable savagery and destruction. 
20CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Buck Schirner 

���� Ted Dekker. The Circle Trilogy: Black Red White 
Thomas Hunter finds that after a head 
injury, he wakes up in an alternate 
reality every time he goes to sleep. 
The stakes are raised when he 
realises that a deadly virus is about to 
be unleashed on our world, and that 
the 'Other Earth' is also being 
threatened with catastrophe. The pace 
quickens as links and parallels 
between the two worlds are revealed, 
and clock begins to run down for both 

worlds. Follow his fascinating, unnerving nightmare in the trilogy that 
follows him and his lover as they struggle to survive – and save both 
worlds. 
36CD UA $119.95 Narrated by Rob Lamont 
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��"�����
���� Mary Brendan.  A Practical Mistress 

Sir Jason Hunter could not let a young 
widow fall into ruin when he could so 
easily help. His intentions were purely 
honourable, until the lady herself 
surprised him with an offer of a carte 
blanche! Helen Marlowe's despicable 
brother had left her nearly penniless, 
and she knew that becoming Jason's 
mistress was the only practical 

solution. She told herself the decision was made with her head, not her 
heart, and had nothing to do with the way this notorious rake made her 
feel - or the look in his eyes that promised such heady delights. 
3CD $36.95 Narrated by Jan Francis 

���� Rosamunde Pilcher.  Flowers In The Rain 
Through thick mist and a cold east 
wind, Lavinia returns to Scotland. Up 
at the big house Mrs Farquhar is 
dying. Seeing Lachlan again, Lavinia 
remembers her childhood holidays 
there: swimming in the loch, the 
picnics, bottle-feeding the lambs down 
at the farm and the evenings when 
they danced reels. Most of all, she 
remembers Mrs Farquhar s̀ grandson 

Rory. In the house, as the old lady lies serene and beautiful in the bed 
she has slept in since coming home to Lachlan as a bride, Lavinia 
meets Rory once again. 
Flowers in the Rain is one of sixteen stories, each giving another 
magical glimpse into Rosamunde Pilcher s̀ world. 
5CD $35.00 Narrated by Lynn Redgrave 

���� Elizabeth Lowell. Innocent as Sin 
Everything changes for Kayla Shaw as 
she barely escapes a kidnapping 
attempt and finds herself accused of a 
shocking crime. Damned by lies and 
false "evidence”, she is trapped. After 
five agonising years, Rand McCree 
has finally been offered the name of 
his twin brother's murderer. Hungry for 
vengeance, he accepts a job with St. 
Kilda Consulting that will place him in 

the killer's orb… and tantalisingly close to Kayla Shaw, who has been 
targeted as the killer's next victim. Since she can't turn to the police, 
who believe she's guilty as sin, she must place her life in Rand 
McCree's hands. 
9CD UA $59.99 Narrated by Carol Monda 

���� Tami Hoag.  Straight from the Heart 
Seven years ago baseball player Jace 
Cooper left Rebecca without a second 
thought or the chance to share the life-
changing secret she swore she'd keep 
from him forever. Now he was back, 
wanting both her help and a second 
chance. Becca hadn't changed, and 
she didn't believe Jace had either, but 
as she helped him repair his broken 
body and his fractured past, she would 

find she was wrong... the only thing that had stayed the same was the 
most important thing of all – and now suddenly time was running out. 
5CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Staci Snell 

���� Jayne Ann Krentz writing as Jayne Castle. Silver Master 
Fleeing a lurid scandal, matchmaker 
Celinda Ingram arrived in Cadence 
City desperate for a new start. Known 
for her strong para-resonator abilities, 
she is able to match up clients by 
reading their psi waves. 
A formidable psychic himself, Davis 
Oakes is trying to track down a 
powerful relic that Celinda supposedly 
bought as a toy for her pet dust bunny. 
Trying to wrest the ruby red object 

from the suspicious duo nearly drains Davis of the energy hell need to 
keep his growing desire for Celinda in check and to keep her safe from 
those who will do anything to possess the relic. 
8CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Joyce Bean 

���� Nicholas Sparks. The Choice 
Travis Parker is a small-town 
veterinarian who uses his spare time 
bungee jumping and swimming with the 
dolphins; he can't shake the belief that 
a woman would simply slow him down. 
That is, until Gabby Holland enters his 
life. Gabby, Travis's new neighbour, is 
in love with her boyfriend of three years, 
and wants nothing more than to start 
planning the wedding she's always 

dreamed about. However, there is a story within a story and the 
connection between Travis and Gabby is just a beginning. 
8CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Holter Graham 

���� Amanda Quick. The River Knows 
In her dull maroon gown and gold-
rimmed spectacles, Louisa Bryce was 
no man’s idea of an alluring female. 
Clearly, the only thing a catch like 
Anthony Stalbridge had in common with 
a wallflower like Louisa was a 
passionate interest in the private affairs 
of Mr Hastings - a prominent member of 
Society whom they both suspect of 
hiding terrible secrets. Now, thrown into 

each other’s arms by a ruse, Anthony and Louisa are united in their 
efforts to find the truth – Anthony to discover the murderer of his fiancée, 
and Louisa, whose identity is shrouded in mystery, to uncover an 
unsavoury connection between Hastings and a notorious brothel… 
8CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Katherine Kellgren 

���� Rosamunde Pilcher. The Blue Bedroom and 
other stories 

The big bedroom was lovely: all pale, 
blue and white, satin and muslin, cool 
and airy, the windows looking out 
over the garden to the creek. But to 
14-year-old Emily, beautiful though it 
was, it was all wrong. Her 
stepmother's bedroom now. And 
stretched out on the bed: Stephanie, 
very white and pained. The new baby 
on its way, a month early. All of a 

sudden, with her father away on business, Emily had to take charge, 
keep calm, ring for the doctor and the ambulance. The time for looking 
back had gone… 
6CD UA $35.00 Narrated by Lynn Redgrave 
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���� Rosamunde Pilcher. Another View 
 Emma Litton can't get on with her 
life until she finds out just what place 
she has in her father's heart. She'd 
been at school in Europe since she 
was fourteen, then found a job in 
Paris, always wondering what her 
famous artist father was doing in 
Japan or America or at their cottage 
in Cornwall. Even after she meets 

Robert Morrow, the handsome gallery owner, and rediscovers her step-
brother, Christo, she still feels compelled to probe into the truth about 
her past. But Emma might learn too late that it is the truth about herself 
she has to find and that letting go is the first step to keeping love. 
3CD UA $35.00 Narrated by Lynn Redgrave 

���� Elizabeth Lowell. Lover in the Rough 
Reba Farrall was lost - until a kindly 
old gentleman helped to heal her 
shattered spirit. Now her dearest 
friend is gone, leaving her with a half-
interest in a California gem mine. But 
Chance Walker has burst into Reba's 
life - a daring adventurer who believes 
in nothing except the priceless uncut 
stones for which he searches the 
Earth. In the blistering heat of Death 

Valley, Chance must confront a dire peril that stalks the sad and 
sensuous beauty. For only he can save Reba Farrall from harm - and 
only she can teach him how to love. 
6CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Laural Merlington 

���� Anita Shreve. Body Surfing 
Sydney has already been once 
divorced and once widowed. In her 
grief she left behind her settled life, and 
has now come to tutor the teenage 
daughter of the well-to-do Edwards 
family as they spend a sultry summer 
in their beachfront New England 
cottage.But when the Edwards's two 
grown sons, Miles and Jeff, show up at 
the beach house, it becomes clear that 

the placid, anonymous existence Sydney had hoped for is not to be. 
Tensions mount between the brothers as they compete for the love of a 
woman who has vowed never to risk her heart again. 
5CD $39.95 Narrated by Laufel Lefkow 

���� Danielle Steel. Sisters 
Four sisters, a Manhattan 
brownstone, and a tumultuous year of 
loss and courage… 
Candy is blazing her way as fashion's 
latest international supermodel; her 
sister Tammy has a job producing the 
most successful hit show on TV, and 
a home she loves in L.A.'s Hollywood 
Hills; in New York, oldest sister 
Sabrina is an ambitious young lawyer, 
while Annie is an American artist in 

Florence, living for her art… On one Fourth of July weekend, as they do 
every year, the four sisters come home to Connecticut for their family's 
annual gathering. But before the holiday is over, tragedy strikes and their 
world is utterly changed. 
9CD UA $89.95 Narrated by Sam Freed 

���� Debbie Macombe. Back on Blossom Street 
There’s a new shop on Seattle’s 
Blossom Street - a flower store called 
Susannah’s Garden. Susannah 
Nelson, the owner, has just hired a 
young widow named Colette, who left 
her previous job after a brief affair with 
her boss… but he’s suddenly placing 
weekly floral orders! 
Both Suzette and Colette join Lydia 
Goetz’s new knitting class, and find 

that they are not alone in experiencing emotional difficulties and chaos. 
But there’s a solution to every problem, as all the women in the knitting 
class discover when they forge strong friendships... 
9CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Laural Merlington 

'��	�����
���� Louis L’Amour. The Trail to Peach Meadow Canyon 

Young Mike Bastian was raised to be 
an outlaw. Now it is time for him to 
take over a crooked empire from his 
adoptive father, Ben Curry. But 
Bastian isn't sure he wants to be a cow 
rustler - especially after he meets the 
enchanting Drusilla Ragan. Can he 
defy Curry's legacy of crime? Bastian 
finds out the surest test of a man is 
whether he can walk alone. 

3CD UA $39.95 Narrated by Jim Gough 

���� Elmore Leonard. The Complete Western Stories 
of Elmore Leonard (11 unabridged stories) 

Blood Money read by Tom Wopat; 
Only Good Ones read by Henry 
Rollins; Trail of the Apache read by 
David Straithairn; Trouble at Rindo's 
Station read by William Atherton; The 
Boy Who Smiled read by Tom Wopat; 
The Tonto Woman read by William 
Atherton; Hurrah for Captain Early 
read by Tom Wopat; The Colonel's 
Lady read by David Strathairn; Saint 

With a Six Gun read by Henry Rollins; You Never See Apaches read 
by William Atherton; Three-Ten to Yuma read by Henry Rollins  
6CD UA $59.95 Narrated by David Strathairn, Henry 

Rollins, Tom Wopat, William Atherton 

���� Zane Grey. The Last Trail 
After the American Revolution, 
Jonathan Zane became a celebrated 
frontier scout, teaming with legendary 
scout Lewis Wetzel to mete out justice 
to Indians and outlaws, so that settlers 
could enjoy the lush Ohio Valley in 
peace… But one pioneer hoped to end 
Zane’s career as a tireless protector. 
Spirited and beguiling Betty Sheppard 
begged him to give up his lonely 

border-man existence. Duty commanded, however, that he resist all such 
charms. Zane could have only one sweetheart: the North Star. Then 
came the day that outlaws captured Betty… 
6CD UA $119.95 Narrated by Robert Morris 
1mp3-CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Robert Morris 
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%������
���� A. Conan Doyle, E. A. Poe, R. L. Stevenson, H. G. 
Wells. Classic Tales of Horror and Suspense 

Gather around, grownups and 
kiddies, for six frightful, delightful tales 
of mystery, monsters, murder and 
more. Fully dramatised, complete with 
eerie music and creepy sound effects, 
these timeless classics and famous 
spine-tinglers include The Hound of 
the Baskervilles, The Strange Case of 
Dr Jekyll and Mr Hyde, The Fall of the 
House of Usher, The Cask of 

Amontillado and more. 
4CD $59.95 Performed by cast 

���� Dean Koontz. By the Light of the Moon 
On his way to an arts festival with his 
20-year-old autistic brother, Shep, 
Dylan O'Connor is attacked by a 
mysterious "doctor", injected with a 
strange substance, and told that he is 
now a carrier of something that will 
either kill him... or transform his life. 
Now he must flee - before the doctor's 
enemies hunt him down for the secret 
circulating through his body. No one 

can help him… and Dylan is turned loose to run for his life, straight into 
an adventure that will turn the next 24 hours into an odyssey of terror, 
mystery - and wondrous discovery. 
10CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Stephen Lang 

���� James Herbert. Portent 
It is the near future and signs of an 
impending global disaster are 
multiplying. As the storms and tempests 
rage, a series of ominous events signal 
the emergence of a new and terrifying 
force. In the Chinese city of Kashi 
travellers bring back reports of a 
strange light seen shining above the 
endless dunes of the Taklimakan 
Desert.  And as the city's inhabitants 

watch for its return, the desert rises up to engulf them in a tidal wave of 
sand. All have seen a portent. A sign of unimaginable powers about to be 
unleashed. A sign that something incredible is about to begin... 
3CD $40.00 Narrated by Alex Jennings 

���� James Herbert. Once 
Remember the fairy stories you were 
told as a child? What if one day you 
found out they were true? That's what 
happened to Thom Kindred. The 
wonders were revealed to him.  
But so were the horrors, for not far 
behind the Good, there always lurks the 
Bad. And the Bad had designs on 
Thom. The Bad would show him real 
evil. He would see the hellhagges and 

the demons. He would be touched by perverted passion. And corruption. 
And he would encounter his own worst nightmare. 
The Bad would seek to destroy him. And only the magic of the little 
beings would be able to help him. 
3CD $40.00 Narrated by Robert Powell 

���� James Herbert. The Magic Cottage 
"We thought we'd found our haven, a 
cottage deep in the heart of the forest. 
Charming, maybe a little run down, but 
so peaceful. That was the first part of 
the Magic. Midge's painting and my 
music soared to new heights of 
creativity. That was another part of the 
Magic. Our love for each other – well, 
that became the supreme Magic. But 
the cottage had an alternative side. The 

Bad Magic. What happened to us there was horrendous beyond belief. 
The healings, the crazy sect who wanted our home for themselves, the 
hideous creatures that crawled from the nether regions, and the bats – 
oh God, the bats! Even now those terrible things seem impossible to me. 
Yet they happened... " 
3CD $40.00 Narrated by Robert Powell 

���� James Herbert. Haunted 
Three nights of terror at the house 
called Edbrook. Three nights in which 
David Ash, there to investigate a 
haunting, will be the victim of horrifying 
and maleficent games. Three nights in 
which he will face the blood-chilling 
enigma of his own past. Three nights 
before Edbrook's dreadful secret will 
be revealed... 
And the true nightmare will begin... 

An unforgettable journey into the nightmare territory of Britain’s 
bestselling writer of chilling fiction. 
3CD $40.00 Narrated by Robert Powell 

��"���(�%"�����)��	����
���� Garrison Keillor. The Christmas Companion 

It's Christmas in Lake Wobegon, at the 
old radio show, at the Fitzgerald 
Theater in St. Paul, and  wherever 
friends and families gather to rejoice, 
reminisce and share the holiday spirit. 
This collection includes songs, 
sketches, sound effects, laughter, sweet 
nostalgia, and a monologue or two, all 
with a Christmas theme and all heard 
originally on live broadcasts of A Prairie 

Home Companion. Garrison Keillor, the show's cast, and special guests 
are joined by hundreds of friends and acquaintances in a holiday gala 
that's sure to become a family favorite and an annual tradition. 
2CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Author & various 

���� Garrison Keillor. Wobegon Boy 
A promising young man, John 
Tollefson, last seen leaving home in 
the Lake Wobegon Days, lands in a 
lovely town in upstate New York, the 
manager of a public radio station at a 
college for the academically 
challenged children of financially 
gifted parents. Having it all – a fine 
house, wonderful girlfriend, a 
prestigious radio award – it dawns on 
him that his life is empty. 

Now available on CD! 
5CD $49.95 Narrated by the Author 
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���� Alan Bennett. The Uncommon Reader 
The “Uncommon Reader” is none 
other than HM the Queen who drifts 
accidentally into reading when her 
corgis stray into a mobile library 
parked at Buckingham Palace. She 
reads widely (J.R. Ackerley, Jean 
Genet, Ivy Compton Burnett, and the 
classics) and intelligently. Her 
reading naturally changes her world 
view and her relationship with people 
like the oleaginous prime minister 

and his repellent advisers. She comes to question the prescribed order 
of the world, and loses patience with much that she has to do. In short, 
her reading is subversive. The consequence is, of course, surprising, 
mildly shocking and very funny. 
2CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Author 

���� Garrison Keillor. Pontoon 
A novel of Lake Wobegon. In the little 
town of Lake Wobegon, a wedding is 
planned down to the last detail, from 
the cheese and pate to the flying Elvis 
to the pontoon boat. Meanwhile, a 
good Lutheran lady prepares to die, 
her daughter meets a lover at the 
Romeo Motel, and a delegation of 
renegade Lutheran pastors from 
Denmark comes to town. It is Lake 

Wobegon as you've imagined it - good, loving people who drive each 
other slightly crazy. 
7CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Author 

���� Various. Kings of Komedy 
During the depression and war years, 
radio comedy provided the comfort that 
kept Americans and British alike 
together.  These radio shows are 
presented here, featuring classic and 
hilarious material from Eddie Cantor, 
W C Fields, Abbott & Costello, Jimmy 
Durante, Danny Kaye, The Marx 
Brothers and the late great Bob Hope 
and is presented in full Proper style 

with a 56 page booklet that traces the stories of these great comedians 
from their beginnings on radio, through their work in films and finally TV. 
4CD UA $49.95 Narrated by the artists 

���� Barry Humphries & Carl Davis. Song of Australia 
A unique musical extravaganza from 
the archives recorded at the Melbourne 
Concert Hall, 12th March 1983 – an 
educational “sonorama” crafted Barry 
Humphries and Carl Davies. Includes 
Sir Les Patterson with “Fanfare for a 
Doctor of Culture”, “Summoned by 
Malcolm Fraser”, “Introduction to an 
artistic experience in terms of 
symphonic music”, “Peter and the 

Shark” and more, and Dame Edna Everage with “A Profane Cantata” (in 
eight cantos), “Unscheduled Norm incident”, and so on. 
 

2CD UA $32.95 Performed by Barry Humphries, the 
Ashton Smith Singers, The Australian 
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by 
Carl Davis 

��	��������*��	���
���� Edgar Rice Burroughs. At the Earth’s Core 

David Innes has just inherited a large 
mining company. An eccentric inventor, 
Abner Perry, convinces Innes to fund a 
project to build an 'iron mole'. The 
mechanical beast works but, instead of 
digging for a few minutes and returning, 
they plunge straight through the earth's 
crust into the 'inner world' of Pellucidar, 
a horizon-less, primeval tropical 
landscape where the sun neither sets 
nor rises, populated by 'Sagoth' gorilla 

men, wild human slaves, and the ruling hypnotic reptilian 'Mahars'. 
Capture and enslavement appears to be their fate – until Perry learns to 
read the language of the Mahars, and finds a way to turn the tables… 
1mp3-CD UA $49.95 Narrated by Patrick Lawlor 

���� Patrick O’Brian. The Nutmeg of Consolation 
Capt. Jack Aubrey and the shipwrecked 
crew of the Diane fashion a schooner 
from the wreck, only to have their 
makeshift vessel burned in an attack by 
Malay pirates. Their escape is one that 
only the ingenuity of or Stephen Maturin 
could devise. The New South Wales 
penal colony, harrowingly described, is 
the backdrop to a diplomatic crisis 
provoked by Maturin’s Irish temper and 

to a near-fatal encounter with the wildlife of the Australian outback. 
“... no less than a tapestry of English life in the early nineteenth century 
that is almost Dickensian in its scope... Mr O’Brian’s language is elegant, 
erudite and dense, exposing the reader to a world both high and low…” – 
New York Observer 
9CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Simon Vance 

���� Matthew Reilly. The Six Sacred Stones 
Jack West Jr and his loyal team must  set 
six legendary diamonds in place at six 
ancient sites around the world before the 
deadline for global destruction. Their 
quest will involve the death-defying hijack 
of a mountaintop railway in China, a 
midnight expedition to Stonehenge, a 
headlong chase across the deserts of 
Egypt, and a trek into the dark realm of 

an African tribe forgotten by time. With only the riddles of ancient writers to 
guide them, Jack and his team must fight their way past traps, labyrinths 
and a host of deadly enemies. 
11CD UA $39.95 Narrated by Sean Mangan 

���� S. Thomas Russell. Under Enemy Colors 
Charles Saunders Hayden, stonewalled 
in his career because of his half-French 
heritage, has been assigned to the 
Themis, a frigate under the command of 
Captain Josiah Hart, an officer reviled by 
his crew for both his brutality towards his 
men and his faintheartedness in battle. 
As the Themis takes to sea in search of 
French warships during the period of the 

French Revolution, Hayden finds himself in the middle of a revolution at 
sea, torn between honour and duty, as the magnificent British navy 
engages the French in a centuries-old struggle for power. 
13CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Simon Vance 
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+��	���
���� William Blake. The Great Poets: William Blake 

William Blake was a poet of intense 
passion, of visions and angelic 
visitations and of bullish non-
conformism. From a world where he 
was inspired by the terrible cruelties 
of child labour and the social and 
political revolutions swamping Europe 
and America, he created poetry of 
both power and tenderness. 
Some of the works are fuelled by 

angry despair at Man’s inhumanity, others joyously childlike, and others 
almost spiritual manifestos couched in language of rare delicacy. 
1CD UA $22.95 Narrated by Robert Glenister, Michael 

Maloney, Stephen Critchlow 

���� Rudyard Kipling. The Great Poets: Rudyard Kipling 
Rudyard Kipling (1865-1936) was a 
hugely popular poet and writer typifying 
the late Victorian age and its Empire. 
But, as this collection shows, there is 
far more to him than patriotism. 
Ranging from the tenderness of 
Mandalay (“Where the dawn comes up 
like thunder…”) to the satire of The 
Betrothed (“A woman is only a woman, 
but a good cigar is a smoke”), from the 

vigour and compassion of Boots to the warmth and humanity of If, these 
poems show the depth and variety of Kipling’s poetry, in readings that 
bring it vividly to life. 
1CD UA $22.95 Narrated by Robert Hardy, Robert 

Glenister, Michael Maloney 

���� Jalaloddin Rumi. The Spiritual Verses 
Spiritual Verses by Jalaloddin Rumi 
(1207–1273) is the greatest mystical 
poem in Islamic culture. Rumi tells of 
human separation from reality, from 
love and from truth. He speaks of 
love – neither erotic nor sentimental 
but divine, by which the universe is 
held together – enlightening ignorance 
and dissolving suffering. The first book 
of the Masnavi moves from simple, 

amusing tales into deeper realms. Masnavi–ye Ma’navi Book 1, 
translated by leading Persian scholar Dr Alan Williams. 
4CD $49.95 Narrated by Anton Lesser 

���� George, Lord Byron. Don Juan 
Don Juan is a handsome, charming 
young man, succumbing in delight to 
the beautiful women he meets along 
his journeys which take him from Spain 
to Greece, Russia, Constantinople and 
England. Sprinkled with digressions in 
which Byron gives his views on wealth, 
power, society, chastity, poets and 
England, this is a poetical novel of 
satirical fervour and wit. It is Byron's 
most sustained masterpiece, its 

structure varied and loose, its language exuberant and lyrical. 
12CD UA $199.95 Narrated by Frederick Davidson 
1mp3-CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Frederick Davidson 

���� Langston Hughes. The Essential Hughes 
A rare and exceptional recording of 
Langston Hughes reading his own 
poetry. 
Collection includes: One Way Ticket; 
The Negro Speaks of Rivers; 
Puzzled; Trumpet Player; Ballad of 
the Gypsy; Kid Sleepy; Southern 
Mammy Songs; Migrant; Mama and 
Daughter; Sylvester's Dying Bed; 

Intern at Provident Hospital; Merry-Go-Round; Ku Klux Klan; The 
South; Mulatto;Out of Work; The Explanation of Our Times; Dinner 
Guest: Me; Cultural Exchange; along with commentary and reflections 
from the author 
1CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Author 

���� e.e. cummings. The Essential Cummings 
In asking "Who, as a writer, am I?", 
E.E. Cummings's affirmation of life 
resolved into serenity as he 
described himself as someone 
"whose only happiness is to 
transcend himself, whose every 
agony is to grow." This collection of 
Cummings reading his own poetry 
embodies this in an unforgettable 

way. While perhaps best remembered for his use of such visual 
devices as typography and punctuation, the sheer sound of 
Cummings's work imparts a greater, deeper understanding of how its 
cadences reveal its profound meaning. 
1CD UA $29.95 Narrated by Author 

�
�������
���� Charles Dickens. Bleak House 

A superb classic of love and inheritance 
amidst the tangled motives and 
complex legalities of Victorian England. 
The doings of the firm, Jarndyce & 
Jarndyce, and the young orphan and 
ward of court Ester Summerson, make 
for riveting listening, particularly when 
read by the superb Sean Barrett, joined 
by Teresa Gallagher in a counterpoint 
performance of what is simply the 

definitive audiobook version of this story. 
28CD UA $245.95 Narrated by Sean Barrett & Teresa 

Gallagher 

���� Jane Austen. Persuasion 
Anne Elliot has grieved for seven years 
over the loss of her first and only love, 
Captain Frederick Wentworth. When 
their paths finally cross again, Anne 
finds herself slighted and all traces of 
their former intimacy gone. As the pair 
continue to share the same social circle, 
dramatic events in Lyme Regis, and 
later in Bath, conspire to unravel the 
knots of deceit and misunderstanding in 

this beguiling and gently comic story of love and fidelity. 
Juliet Stevenson reads this unabridged recording with her customary 
clarity and particular understanding for the words and world of Jane 
Austen. 
7CD UA $75.00 Narrated by Juliet Stevenson 
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���� Thomas Hardy. Tess of the D’Urbervilles 
Tess of the D’Urbervilles portrays one 
of the most striking and tragic 
heroines of classic literature. When 
John Durbeyfield discovers a family 
connection to the ancient Norman 
family, the D'Urbervilles, the fate of 
daughter Tess is transformed. Sent by 
her ambitious parents to visit her 
wealthy D'Urberville cousins, Tess 
attracts the attention of the 
unscrupulous Alec. Seduced and 

discarded by him and alone in the world, she finds work as a milkmaid, 
and the love of Angel Clare. Yet his love cannot accept the truth about 
Tess's past... 
13CD UA $39.95 Narrated by Stephen Thorne 

���� Thomas Hardy. Jude the Obscure 
His last and most controversial novel, 
Jude the Obscure provoked such 
widespread and bitter attacks that 
Hardy claimed it caused him to stop 
writing novels. Hardy called this story 
'a deadly war waged between flesh 
and spirit'. 
The story involves the tragic 
relationship of a village stonemason 
who is thwarted in his aspirations to 

the ministry, and a free-thinking cousin who is shunned by society for 
her social and sexual rebellion. 
3CD $39.95 Narrated by Michael Pennington 

���� Henry James. Washington Square 
On New York City’s Washington 
Square lives Catherine Sloper, a shy 
and plain-looking young woman 
tyrannised by her wealthy, 
overbearing father. When handsome 
and opportunistic Morris Townsend 
begins to court her, Catherine’s father 
distrusts his motives and threatens to 
disinherit Catherine. 
Townsend’s desertion exiles 

Catherine to a lonely spinsterhood. Years later, after her father’s death, 
Townsend returns, and Catherine must make up her own mind about 
his intentions. 
7CD UA $39.95 Narrated by Lloyd James 

���� Victor Hugo. The Hunchback of Notre Dame. 
Set in mediaeval Paris under the twin 
towers of its greatest structure and 
supreme symbol, the cathedral of 
Notre-Dame, this great classic novel 
is the haunting drama of Quasimodo, 
the grotesque bellringer; Esmerelda, 
the sensuous gypsy dancer; and 
Claude Frollo, the archdeacon 
tortured by the spectre of his own 
damnation. Its unforgettable 
characters, spellbinding plot and 

magnificent setting have made The Hunchback of Notre Dame a 
memorable masterpiece. 
15CD UA $99.95 Narrated by David Case 

���� Gustave Flaubert. Madame Bovary 
The bored wife of a bumbling 
provincial physician, Emma seeks to 
escape from the tedium of her life with 
romantic fantasies and adulterous 
affairs, but is ultimately doomed to 
disillusionment. Unable to come to 
terms with reality, Emma is a figure at 
once noble and banal, tragic and 
absurd. 
With her wrenching story, Flaubert 

forged an unforgettable classic that has remained one of the most 
admired and influential novels ever written. 
10CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Donada Peters 
3CD $39.95 Narrated by Emilia Fox 

���� Thomas Hardy. The Return of the Native 
This fine novel sets in opposition two 
of Thomas Hardy's most unforgettable 
creations: his heroine, free-spirited 
Eustacia Vye, and the solemn, 
majestic stretch of upland in 
Dorsetshire he called Egdon Heath. 
The famous opening reveals the 
haunting power of that dark, 
forbidding moon where proud 
Eustacia fervently awaits a 
clandestine meeting with her lover, 

Damon Wildeve. But Eustacia's dreams of escape are not to be 
realised - neither Wildeve nor the retuming native Clym Yeobright can 
bring her salvation. Injured by forces beyond their control, Hardy's 
characters struggle vainly in the net of destiny. 
13CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Alan Rickman 

���� Charles Dickens; Robert Benson; Ambrose Bierce; 
Theo Gift; E. Nesbit, Bram Stoker. Classic Ghost Stories 

Seven outstanding ghost stories from 
six masters of the genre. 
The Signalman by Charles Dickens, 
The Watcher by Robert Benson, The 
Moonlit Road by Ambrose Bierce, 
Dog Or Demon by Theo Gift, The 
Mystery Of The Semi-Detatched by 
E. Nesbit, The Judge's House by 
Bram Stoker and Haunted by an 
anonymous author. 

2CD $35.00 Narrated by Michael Williams 

���� Charles Dickens. Our Mutual Friend 
In order to win his inheritance, John 
Harmon must marry Bella Wilfer, a 
young woman, about whom he 
knows nothing. In order to discover 
her true nature, he must fake his own 
death and take on a new identity. As 
the complexities of deceit and 
concealed identity are exposed, 
Dickens gives us his most profoundly 
cynical, yet brilliantly funny, insight 

into the corruption of wealth on human nature. 
3CD $35.00 Narrated by Alex Jennings 
28CD UA $245.00 Narrated by David Timson 
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���� Jane Austen. Sense and Sensibility 
Forced to leave their home after their 
father's death, Elinor and Marianne 
Dashwood must rely on making good 
marriages as their means of support. 
But unscrupulous cads, meddlesome 
matriarchs, and various guileless and 
artful women impinge on their chances 
for love and happiness. The novelist 
Elizabeth Bowen wrote, "The 
technique of [Jane Austen's novels] is 

beyond praise... Her mastery of the art she chose, or that chose her, is 
complete." 
9CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Sarah Badel 

���� Miguel de Cervantes. Don Quixote 
This most famous book in Spanish 
literature is the classic adventure of the 
renowned Don Quixote de la Mancha. 
He fancies that he is a knight-errant, 
dedicated to righting wrongs and 
rescuing damsels in distress, throwing 
himself into the romantic adventure of 
knight-errantry. In parodying the 
romances of chivalry, Cervantes 
produced one of the most entertaining 
adventure stories of all time, and 
created in Don Quixote and his faithful 

squire, Sancho Panza, two of the greatest characters in fiction. 
31CD UA $149.95 Narrated by David Case 
3CD $39.95 Narrated by Andrew Sachs 

���� Joseph Conrad. Lord Jim 
The young Jim, chief mate of the Patna, 
dreams of being a hero. When the 
Patna threatens to sink and the officers 
decide to save their own skins and 
escape in the few lifeboats, Jim 
despises them. But at the last moment, 
dazed by horror and confusion, he joins 
them, deserting eight hundred Muslim 
passengers. 
Tormented by this act of cowardice and 
desertion, Jim flees to live among the 

natives in Patusan, and seeks for a way to redeem his guilt-ridden 
conscience… 
11CD UA $39.95 Narrated by Frederick Davidson 

���� Homer. The Iliad 
Vibrant new translation by Ian Johnston 

One of the greatest poems of the 
western world, The Iliad tells the story 
of fifty critical days towards the end fo 
the Trojan war. Achilles has 
quarrelled with Agamemnon and 
sulks in his tent while Hector brings 
his Trojans to the brink of victory; but 
fate will have the last word. While the 
heroes fight before the walls of Troy 
the gods have also drawn up battle 
lines, and it is their disagreements as 

much as the heroes’ efforts which will decide the conflict. 
4CD $45.95 Narrated by Anton Lesser 
Also available UNABRIDGED 
13CD UA $149.95 Narrated by Anton Lesser 

�������,�	���	���
���� Haruki Murakami. Blind Willow, Sleeping Woman 
Collection of Short Stories, Volume 1 

A young man accompanies his cousin 
to the hospital to check an unusual 
hearing complaint and recalls a story of 
a woman put to sleep by tiny flies 
crawling inside her ear; a mirror 
appears out of nowhere and a 
nightwatchman is unnerved as his 
reflection tries to take control of him; a 
couple's relationship is unbalanced 

after dining exclusively on exquisite crab while on holiday; a man follows 
instructions on the back of a postcard to apply for a job, but an unknown 
password stands between him and his mysterious employer… 
6CD UA $35.00 Narrated by Judy Bennett, Gareth 

Armstrong, Hugh Ross, Kris Milnes 

���� Junot Diaz. The Brief Wondrous Life of Oscar Wao 
Things have never been easy for 
Oscar, a sweet but disastrously 
overweight, lovesick Dominican ghetto 
nerd living in New Jersey. Oscar 
dreams of becoming the Dominican J. 
R. R. Tolkien and, most of all, of finding 
love. But he may never get what he 
wants, thanks to the Fuk - the curse 
that has haunted Oscar's family for 
generations, dooming them to prison, 

torture, tragic accidents, and, above all, ill-starred love. Oscar, still waiting 
for his first kiss, is just its most recent victim… 
8CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Jonathan Davis, Staci Snell 

���� William Styron. Sophie’s Choice 
First published in 1979, this complex 
and ambitious novel opens with 
Stingo, a young southerner, journeying 
north in 1947 to become a writer. It 
leads us into his intellectual and 
emotional entanglement with his 
neighbors in a Brooklyn rooming 
house: Nathan, a tortured, brilliant 
Jew, and his lover, Sophie, a beautiful 
Polish woman whose wrist bears the 

grim tattoo of a concentration camp... and whose past is strewn with 
death that she alone survived. 
3CD $29.95 Narrated by Norman Snow 

���� Kim Edwards. Secrets of a Fire King (stories) 
The characters in these stories are 
often separated from the mainstream - 
a juggler and a trapeze artist, a 
daughter whose mother is a public 
evangelist waging a wear against sin, 
a cleaning woman whose life is 
inexplicably tied to Marie Curie's. The 
stories they inhabit transcend the 
barriers of time to explore the 
universally driving force of our 
experience: the magnitude of human 

love. In the title story, the narrator - a fire-eater in a circus - shows a 
careless disregard for a boy who comes to learn his trade and as a 
consequence brings about his own downfall. 
9CD UA $59.95 Narrated by Bernadette Dunn 
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���� Daniel Wallace. Mr Sebastian and the Negro 
Magician 

This story tells the charming yet 
haunting story of Henry Walker whose 
life is changed forever when he crosses 
paths with the Devil, who teaches him 
magic and then steals the one thing 
that means the most to him. The tale 
begins in the 1940s with Jeremiah 
Musgrove's Chinese Circus where 
Henry is the resident magician, 
incapable of actually performing magic 
but popular with crowds because he is 

black with emerald eyes. While Henry is taken away by three teenagers, 
his story is told through the voices of his friends from the circus: Jenny 
the Ossified Girl, Rudy the Strong Man, and JJ the Barker, each of them 
sharing what they know of Henry's life - a tale that is simultaneously 
haunting, spell-binding, heartbreaking and unbelievable. 
9CD UA $69.95 Narrated by Tom Stechschulte, Norman 

Dietz, L.J. Ganser, Alyssa Bresnahan, 
Katherine Kellgren 

���� Michael Ondaatje. Divisadero 
In the 1970s in Northern California, 
near Gold Rush country, a father and 
his teenage daughters, Anna and 
Claire, work their farm with the help of 
Coop, an enigmatic young man who 
makes his home with them. This 
makeshift family is riven by an incident 
of violence that sets fire to the rest of 
their lives. 
In rural south-central France, Anna 
becomes immersed in the life and the 

world of a writer from an earlier time - Lucien Segura. His compelling 
story, beginning at the turn of the century, circles around "the raw truth" 
of Anna's own life, the one she's left behind but can never truly leave. As 
the narrative moves back and forth in time and place, we discover each 
of the characters managing to find some foothold in a present rough-
hewn from the past. 
7CD UA $79.95 Narrated by Hope Davis 

+
����
���� Oscar Wilde. The Importance of Being Earnest 

This play is Oscar Wilde’s most 
famous – and justly so. Its wit is 
effervescent and pointed, giving rise 
to delicious situation comedy and 
many memorable lines. The baby left 
in a handbag at a railway station, the 
appropriation of the name “Ernest”, 
the invention of a “dying” friend to 
explain otherwise inexplicable 
absences – these have found a 

permanent place in the language. Ever since the first night at St James’ 
Theatre on 14th February 1895, The Importance of Being Earnest has 
been recognised as one of the world’s finest comic dramas. Now Judi 
Dench as Lady Bracknell leads an outstanding cast in this superb 
production of Wilde’s masterpiece, which was mounted to celebrate the 
centenary of the first performance. 
2CD UA $39.95 Performed by Judi Dench, Samantha 

Bond, Martin Clunes, Miriam Margolyes, 
Amanda Root, Michael Sheen, Michael 
Hordern, Terence Alexander, John 
Moffatt 

���� Molière. The Misanthrope 
Razor-sharp wit inflames a competitive 
game of survival in the salons of 17th 
century France where, in this world of 
"finest appearances", one man's blunt 
honesty shatters his society's delicate 
web of manners. 
Often considered to be Molière's 
Hamlet, the play The Misanthrope 
(translated from the French) is a 
wickedly scathing satire and a 
delicious comedy of manners by one 
of France’s finest playwrights. 

2CD UA $49.95 Performed by Kevin Gudahl, Hollis 
Resnik, Harry Althaus & cast 

���� Molière. The Misanthrope 
France's master comic playwright has 
a field day with the subjects of 
hypochondria and our blind obedience 
to doctors. Moliere's witty attack on the 
medical profession has more than a 
little resonance today. The Imaginary 
Invalid (sometimes translated as The 
Hypochrondriac) was fiercely 
denounced by critics in its day as an 
outrageous exposé of medicine. 
This excellent translation is based 
upon that by John Wood. 

2CD UA $49.95 Performed by Patti Tippo, Dan Parker 
& cast 

���� Arthur Miller. The Man Who Had All The Luck 
Infused with the moral malaise of the 
Depression era, the drama centers on 
David Beeves, a man whose every 
obstacle to personal and professional 
success seems to crumble before him. 
But his good fortune merely serves to 
reveal the tragedies of those around 
him in greater relief, offering evidence 
of a capricious god or, worse, a 
godless, arbitrary universe. David’s 
journey toward fulfillment becomes a 
nightmare of existential doubts, a 
desperate grasp for reason in a 

cosmos seemingly devoid of any, and a struggle that will take him to 
the brink of madness. 
2CD UA $49.95 Performed by cast 

���� Rinne Groffe. The Ruby Sunrise 
Hailed by The Boston Globe as "a gem", 
Sunrise begins when a 1920s tomboy 
feverishly works to develop her latest 
invention - a little something called 
"television". Twenty-five years later, her 
daughter will stop at nothing to bring her 
mother's incredible story to life during 
TV's Golden Age. But will it get the truth it 
deserves? 
“A finely tuned portrait of television's 
early days. [Groff] has managed to 

skillfully blend past and present.” – Providence Journal 
2CD UA $49.95 Performed by Henry Winkler, Jason Ritter, 

Elizabeth Moss, Mark Holden, cast 


